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Dear Editor: 
Your recent periodical had an article 

by Mr. Lagos, "Marry my daughter Mr. 
Stephanopoulos". I fail to see the humor 
in this article, despite the tongue in cheek 
in which it was aimed. It is annoying to 
find such articles, as I am sure that Mr. 
Stephanopoulos is quite capable of mak-
ing up his own mind and find an intelli-
gent life partner when he is good and 
ready. Jam sure that he does not need any 
urging from any of us. 

Just because he has achieved national 
visibility, and has become the spokesper-
son for our president does not mean that 
he should be fair game for us Greeks to 
start picking on him. Mr. Stephanopou-
los is a credible communicator and to 
have achieved the position he has been 
appointed is neither an accident nor a 
small matter. President Clinton and his 
advisors knew exactly what they were 
doing when they responded to this fine, 
bright and intelligent young man. 

We as Greek Americans should be 
proud that one of our own has reached  

such a pinnacle in his early career, and 
will be an exemplary representation of 
our esteemed heritage. We should not 
resort to petty criticisms, and maligning 
him, that he was nervous in front of the 
TV camera, etc. 

At a time when much of our Hellenic 
lineage is being internationally contested 
and there are evaluations, made in order 
to align ourselves along with other cul-
tures that are being perceived with greater 
appreciation, we should be very proud of 
those who have come forward and are in 
the forefront of world affairs. 

Your periodical is doing a very good 
job in offering us a forum to bare our 
soul, and discuss our concerns, and cer-
tainly Greeks have never been beyond 
criticizing themselves even in critical 
times. Nevertheless it is high time to 
realize that Greek Americans are high 
achievers in almost every avenue of en-
deavor, and Mr. Stephanopoulos is per-
haps our most visible one. 

Sincerely, 
Tarzana, Calif. 	Athan Karras. 
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THE DISAPPEARING GREEK-AMERICANS 
(By ANDREW E. MANATOS 

Recently released Census Bureau data which shows Greek 
Americans disappearing, will greatly concern many who, like 
me, love their Hellenic heritage, and are proud of the significant 
presence that Greek- Americans have had in every state of the 
United States. It will also be of great concern to those who 
understand the relationship between a significant Greek-Ameri-
can presence in the United States and support by the world's only 
remaining superpower for matters of life and death in Greece, 
Cyprus, and the Ecumenical Patriarchate. 

According to the Census report, between 1980 and 1990, in 
more than one out of every three states of the United States, 
Greek Americans ceased to exist on the list of the top 25 
American ancestry groups. Those 18 states and the District of 
Columbia joined 12 states in which we had already ceased to be 
among the top 25. This brings the total to 30 of the 50 states and 
the District of Columbia in which Greek-Americans are no 
longer among the top 25 American ancestry groups. 

We are not actually diminishing in number in these states. 
Rather, other nationalities are increasing at a far greater rate than 
are we. But regardless, we are becoming a numerically less 
consequential part of our country, relative to the other ancestry 
groups. 

Our democracy takes into consideration the opinion of our 
people as it formulates public policy, both foreign and domestic. 
This occurs primarily through the concern elected officials have 
about their re-election and their resulting attention to their 
voters. Thus, losing a significant numerical presence in our 
country does not help our community's policy-making role in 
our democracy. 

Our relative numerical reduction is occurring at the same 
time that our community is gradually diluting its ethnicity and 
is diminishing its interest in Hellenic matters. In 1970, 35 
percent of Greek-Americans married non-Greek-Americans. 
Today, that number is over 63 percent. A sampling of Greek-
American opinion a few years ago by my consulting firm, in 
consultation with Dr. George Gallup, found that only 13 percent 
of the respondents could name the president of Cyprus and only 
35 percent responded that they were very concerned about the 
Turkish threat to Greece. 

While our numbers and Hellenic focus diminish, Turkish 
government expenditures in Washington, D.C., on lobbying and 
public affairs which are reported publicly, skyrocketed from 
$200,000 in 1983 to over $5,000,000 last year. Much of this 
money is aimed at diminishing our community's input in the 

The writer is president ofManalos & Manatos consulting firm. 
He is a contributing writer to the New York Times and the 
Washington Post, and was the highest ranking Greek-Ameri-
can in the Carter administration. 
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American public policy process. 
What will be lost if Hellenic-Americans go the way of the 

500 Greeks brought to Florida in a very small United States in 
1768? Professor and author Charles Moskos reports that Greek-
Americans were prospering in 1783, but they were "to disappear 
without a trace by the mid 1800s, . . . a majority absorbed into 
the general population." 

For Greek-Americans, a modern day golden age of Hellenic 
excellence would be lost for our progeny. A study I conducted 
some years ago of the 1970 raw census data found that Greek-
Americans miraculously leapt in just one generation from 18th 
to number one among the various nationalities in terms of our 
educational attainment. In every community across the country, 
Greek-Americans are as highly respected as are any group of 
people. This Hellenic-American crucible, which accounts for 
less than one percent of the American population, has produced 
two of the Democratic party's most highly respected presiden-
tial candidates in the last decade. 

For Greece and Cyprus, stakes are also very high. One need 
only ask the question, without the Greek-American community, 
what would have happened to Cyprus, the Macedonian issue, 
Greece's ability to defend itself against Turkey, and our Patri-
archate in Istanbul? 

The good news is that, as our numerical significance is 
becoming less consequential, our economic significance is 
becoming more consequential. More and more names of Greek-
Americans appear among the 200 wealthiest Americans. Cap-
tains of major American industry from the Greek-American 
community have gone from less than a handful to dozens. The 
number of Greek-Americans who support our church with a 
commitment of over $100,000 has reached more than 290 
individuals, a number never dreamed of just 10 years ago. 

Further, Hellenism has produced a spectacular group of 
economic giants in the shipping industry. Although they live in 
Greece, England, and other areas of the world, they understand 
the value of Hellenism and the importance of a strong 
Hellenic community in the world's only superpower. 

In our country , significant economic resources can greatly 
enhance citizens' voices in their public policy process. Such 
resources can also educate our progeny as to the value of 
Hellenism. 

The publication of these census figures need not toll the 
beginning of our end, but instead, a call to battle. This call has 
been answered for 2,500 years or the gift of Hellenism would not 
have been given to us. We can preserve Hellenism, if we 
paraphrase Pericles and say to each other, "We do not say that 
a man who takes no interest in Hellenism, is a man who minds 
his own business. We say, he has no business in Hellenism at 
all." 
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Pictured from left to right: Dr. John Brademas, former U.S. member of Congress; former 
governor Michael Dukakis; George Stephanopoulos, communications director for the Clinton 
Administration; Phil Angelides, Democratic chair for the state of California; U.S. Senator 
Paul Sarbanes ( D-MD) 

From left to right: Dr. John Brademas, former U.S. member of Congress; Christine Sarbanes, 
wife of U.S. Senator Paul Sarbanes ( D-MD); former governor Michael Dukakis; Andrew A. 
Athens, national chairman of the United Hellenic American Congress; Cyprus Ambassador 
Michael Sheriffs; Sophia Tsakopoulos, wife of Angelo Tsakopoulos; and Philip Christopher, 
president of the Pancyprian Association and PSEKA-America. 

GREEK-AMERICAN LEADERS HONOR 
STEPHANOPOULOS, SARBANES, DUKAKIS 

Archbishop Iakovos honored George 
Stephanopoulos, communications director for 
the Clinton administration; United States Sena-
tor Paul Sarbanes (D-MD); and 1988 Demo-
cratic presidential nominee, former governor 
Michael Dukakis, at a dinner during the Inau-
gural activities. Over 100 Greek-Americans, 
who were in Washington, D.C. for the Inaugu-
ral celebrations, gathered to honor these three 
prominent Greek-Americans on Wednesday, 
at a dinner sponsored by Andrew A. Athens, 
national chairman ofthe United Hellenic Ameri-
can Congress (AC); Angelo Tsakopoulos, chair-
man of Greek-Americans for Clinton/Gore, 
and president of AC; and Andrew E. Manatos, 
former Assistant Secretary o f Commerce in the 
Carter administration, Clinton Inaugural Steer-
ing Committee member and AC member. 

Archbishop Iakovos said, "Senator 
Sarbanes, Michael Dukakis and [former Con-
gressman] John Brademas must be very happy 
that a young man [George Stephanopoulos] 
follows in their footsteps with courage, with 
dignity, integrity and faith. All these gentle-
men are members of the Greek Orthodox com-
munity and I personally thank God every day 
for all of them...Thank you for being what you 
are for us and for the nation." 

Stephanopoulos said, "I know that I 
wouldn't be here if it weren't for my faith, my 
family and the larger Greek-American com-
munity which is represented here today." Sena-
tor Sarbanes said, "It's fitting in the year when 
we celebrate 2,500 years of Athenian democ-
racy, that the spokesman today for the Presi-
dent of the United States, the world's greatest 
democracy, should be a Greek American." 
Dukakis said ofhis fellow honorees, "We're all 
links in a chain and each one of us adds a little 
more." Archbishop Iakovos, and others who 
spoke, highly complimented former Senator 
Paul Tsongas who was unable to attend the 
dinner. 

Other prominent Greek-Americans in 
political office in attendance included South 
Carolina Lieutenant Governor Nick Theodore; 
and chairmen of the Democratic Parties for the 
states of California and Indiana, respectively, 
Phil Angelides and Michael Pannos. Other 
guests included Dr. John Brademas, former 
member of the Democratic leadership of the 
United States House of Representatives; Philip 
Christopher, president of the Pancyprian As-
sociation and the International Coordinating 
Committee — Justice for Cyprus (PSEKA-
America); the ambassadors of Greece, Christos 
Zacharakis, and of Cyprus, Michael Sheriffs; 

John Rangos, Chairman of the Board of Inter-
national Orthodox Christian Charities; Clay 
Constantinou, finance co-chairman ofthe 52nd 
Presidential Inaugural Committee and the 

New Jersey Finance Committee; and Dimitri 
Theofanis of New York, selected by President 
Clinton as one of the "Faces of Hope" that he 
met during his campaign." 
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CROWN PRINCE ALEXANDER OF YUGOSLAVIA 
SPEAKS ON THE PROBLEMS IN THE BALKANS 

The issue of "Macedonia" cannot be resolved without Greek 
approval. The greatest threat comes from Iran and 

Turkey...Any move by Ankara to re-establish a foothold in 
the old Ottoman lands, could trigger a chain reaction. 

INTERVIEW WITH OUR CONTRIBUTING EDITOR 
PROFESSOR JOHN XANTHOPOULOS 

The following is an interview of Crown Prince Alexander of Yugoslavia to our contributing 
Editor Professor John Xanthopoulos for the Greek-American Review. The Prince answered to 
questions related to his throne, the war in his own country, and the other problems in the Balkans 
and expressed his views on the problem of"Macedonia", emphasising that the issue "cannot be 
resolved without Greek approval, just as the crisis in former Yugoslavia cannot be resolved 
without a solution acceptable to the Serbs". Prince Alexander also states that "the greatest 
threat" comes from Iran and Turkey, which has adopted a very high profile in this conflict. 
Following are the questions and the answers of the Prince: 

Question: Given the disunity in the 
Balkan region, would the return of the 
monarchy serve as a unifying factor, and 
to whom? How realistic is your return as 
King of Serbia, and what factors would 
have to occur to make this happen? 

Answer: The return of the monarchy to 
Serbia is, in the view of many of my 
compatriots, a necessary precondition for 
the spiritual, moral, and political rebirth of 
the Serb people. I am careful to stress that, 
by itself, it would not be the sufficient 
precondition. However, the Crown would 
satisfy two very important demands of this 
very difficult moment in our history. 

First of all, it would help revive pre-
communist traditions, thus providing spiri-
tual and emotional unity. Secondly, it would 
facilitate the creation of a workable consti-
tutional framework, thus providing greater 
political unity, which the Serbs are lacking 
right now. The result would be a greater 
ability of the Serb nation to defend itself 
within former Yugoslavia, and also a greater 
ability of the Serbs to present their case to 
the outside world. 

In my view, the return of monarchy to 
Serbia is inseparable from my country's 
democratic transformation. Under a genu-
inely democratic government, the Serbs 
could present their views on the crisis in a 
calm, reasonable and readily understood  

form, without the taint of their top leaders' 
present reputation. This brings us to the 
issue of war in my country. Being a fair 
person, I believe that all sides' legitimate 
interests and aspirations will have to be 
given due weight, and judged on their 
merits, in the quest for a lasting solution. 
Unfortunately, this is not the case right 
now, with the Serbs unjustly - and often 
maliciously presented as the only villains 
and aggressors. The monarchist option, 
which is both feasible and increasingly 
viable for Serbia, could help change this 
unhappy state of affairs. 

Question: Please evaluate the 
Macedonian claim to independence and 
give us your opinion of Greece's claim to 
the name of Macedonia. 

Answer: The issue of Macedonia is an 
eminently political question, to which poli-
ticians should find a workable answer. I am 
reluctant to enter the political arena for 
obvious reasons, although, like other 
people, I hold my own views on most 
issues which come to my attention. 

Having said that, I am free to state that 
certain general principles apply in the case 
of Macedonia, just as they do in the dis-
putes elsewhere in former Yugoslavia. Let 
me reiterate them. 

First of all, no solution can endure if it 

Prince Alexander is the son of the late king 
Peter II of Yugoslavia ( 1923-1970 ) and Queen 
Alexandra who died in London on January 30, 
at the age of 71. Alexandra, also a princess of 
Greece and Denmark, was born in Athens, 
March 25, 1921, five months after the tragic 
death of her father, king Alexander I of the 
Hellenes, who married to princess Aspasia 
Manos. Princess Aspasia died in Venice twenty 
years ago, where her mother took her at the age 
of three. 

is based on unilateral decisions and faits 
accomplis. Look at Croatia and Bosnia: 
such unilateral decisions, which took no 
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Prince Alexander of Yugoslavia with his wife and children. 
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Ottoman lands - for instance in Albania, 
which is adopting an increasingly Islamic 
course - could trigger off a chain reaction. 
The Serbs and the Greeks, who share an 
identical historical legacy in this respect, 
have a vital common interest in making 
sure that omenous trend does not get out of 
control. 

Question: In your opinion what signi-
ficance does religion have in the current 
disunity found in the Balkans? 

Answer: Religion is an important as-
pect of the outlook, culture, civilization, 
for individuals and for nations. Therefore, 
it is hard to look at religious aspects of a 
conflict, and to determine their relative 
weight in isolation from others. 

Iwould very much like to see co-exist-
ence of different religions in the Balkans, 
Islam included. I am concerned that ma-
nipulation with religious feelings often 
turns into a lethal political weapon of 
destruction. It hardly needs stating that the 
militant strain of Islam is the greatest 
danger in this respect, and I hope that 
moderate Islamic governments appreciate 
this threat too. 

Question: How do you see the role of 
different international organizations, such  

as the U.N. and the E.C, in settling the 
Balkan conflict? 

Answer: International institutions and 
organizations have a useful role to play 
when there exists abroad consensus among 
the key players within them. Unfortunately, 
this is seldom the case with complex 
problems, such as that presented by 
former Yugoslavia. Look at the European 
Community: German pressure proved de-
cisive in ensuring the recognition of 
Croatia and Bosnia, against the better 
judgment of some members. This short-
sighted move, indefensible from the moral, 
political, historical and any other view-
point, crucially contributed to the flames 
of war spreading, rather than abating. 

What is happening with the United 
Nations reflects the will of its strongest  

member - the United States - more than the 
compromise consensus of the world com-
munity. 

My people have largely lost faith in the 
benevolent role of international 
organisations especially after the imposi-
tions of U.N. sanctions against Serbia and 
Montenegro in May. I received the news of 
sanctions with regret and concern. First of 
all, I think that they are one-sided, because 
they treat the Serb side as the only guilty 
party in the dispute, which it clearly is not. 
This is evident from the report by the U.N. 
Secretary-General Dr. Boutros Ghali, 
which was more favourable to the Serb 
viewpoint, but which - curiously - reached 
the Security Council only after the sanc-
tions vote. 

These sanctions are aiming at the wrong 

GREEK-AMERICAN REVIEW 
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account of the interests and aspirations of 
over two million Serbs living in those 
lands, were the chief cause of this tragic 
war. In the same way, Greece cannot ac-
cept unilateral decisions which disregard 
its vital national interests. I have in mind 
not only geopolitics, but also culture, 
tradition, and history. 

Secondly, no solution can be effective if 
it results from outside pressures on one of 
the parties to accept a blueprint concocted 
in some distant power center. As the Greekss 
have seen in the case of Cyprus, and as the 
Serbs are finding out now, the outside 
world will not judge various claims and 
counter-claims, "objectively" - but in ac-
cordance with its own political and strate-
gic interests. Therefore, it would be best to 
resolve the Macedonian question through 
direct negotiations between Athens and 
the government in Skopje. 

Finally, no solution can last if one of the 
key parties in a dispute regards it as unac-
ceptable. The issue of Macedonia will not 
be resolved if the outside world goes ahead 
with a premature recognition of the gov-
ernment in Skopje, just as its premature 
recognition of Croatia and Bosnia-
Herzegovina contributed to the spread of 
war in former Yugoslavia. The issue of 

Macedonia cannot be resolved without 
Greek approval, just as the crisis in former 
Yugoslavia cannot be resolved without a 
solution acceptable to the Serbs. 

Question : What are the prospects for 
the current conflict between Serbia and 
Bosnia-Herzegovina extending to other 
nations in the region, particularly Greece 
and Turkey? 

Answer: There is no "conflict between 
Serbia and Bosnia-Herzegovina" but there 
is an ethnic war raging between three con-
stituent nations of Bosnia-Herzegovina: 
Serbs, Croats and Muslims. This is a very 
important point: the Serbs in Bosnia are not 
outside aggressors, but native Bosnians, 
just as the Serbian-speaking Muslims in the 
region are also native Bosnians. 

This war was caused by the attempt of 
Bosnia's Croats and Muslims to set up an 
independent, sovereign Bosnian state 
against the will of the Serbs - who make up 
one third ofthis former Yugoslav republic's 
population, and who comprise a majority 
more than a half of its territory. 

The traumatic experience of Bosnia's 
Serbs through the centuries, and most no-
tably during the Second World War, when  

they were being systematically extermi-
nated by the Croatian Ustashi and Muslim 
fascists, also cannot be overlooked in look-
ing for the causes of the present war in 
former Yugoslavia. 

The danger of other nations being 
dragged into this conflict is still very great, 
even though the U.S. Administration is 
finally beginning to realise that an armed 
intervention is not on the cards. Right now, 
the greatest threat comes from certain mili-
tant circles in the Islamic world. Iran has 
taken the lead, but Turkey, too, has adopted 
a very high profile - and a very problematic 
one - in this conflict. 

As the Greek public is well aware, 
Turkish diplomats are endlessly calling for 
armed action against the Serbs, and for 
deliveries of weapons to the Muslims in 
Bosnia. The U.N. embargo against arms 
deliveries to former Yugoslavia has been 
violated by the Turks, and they are not even 
concealing this fact. To quote the latest 
instance, the leader of the Party of Prosper-
ity Erbakan, who commands 40 deputies in 
the parliament in Ankara, now publicly 
boasts of sending arms to the Muslims in 
Bosnia. This is very dangerous and irre-
sponsible. 

The legacy of Turkish rule in the Balkans 
is not a happy one, and any move by 
Ankara to reestablish a foothold in the old 
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target, because they hurt ordinary people 
long before they start hurting the political 
leaders. But my especially serious objec-
tion is that these sanctions may prove 
counter-productive. In a way, they are 
helping the present political establishment, 
and especially those elements within the 
power structure in Belgrade which are 
more interested in the maintenance of their 
positions than in the well-being of the 
nation. In that way, the U.N. action may in 
the end postpone, rather than accelerate, 
inevitable radical change in Belgrade and 
Serbia's democratic transformation. 

The world is growing tired of the 
Balkans, and increasingly short of good 
ideas. The E.C. and the U.N. tried to prop 
up Yugoslavia - it didn't work. Letting it 
disintegrate along the lines of former re-
publics, transformed into "sovereign" states 
evidently doesn't work either. The world 
will have to try something else yet again 
soon, but creative and innovative ap-
proach is needed. Pro-active, not reactive. 

In Northern Ireland, for instance, there 
exist power-sharing arrangements, with 
London and Dublin actively cooperating 
and devising institutional framework for 
Ulster. Many Protestants don't like this, 
they'd like to be part of the British Realm, 
plain and simple. The Catholics don't like 
it too much either as most would like to be 
reunited with the Irish Republic. The com-
promise leaves both sides dissatisfied, in 
that their optimal expectations are not ful-
filled. Couldn't this concept provide the 
framework for negotiations about the 
Krajina, as well as Bosnia? Many such 
ideas need to be explored, as the former 
Yugoslavia really is a special case. 

If there is an eventual settlement which 
would give all sides a stake in the new 
arrangement, or - as I am fond of saying -
which would leave all sides equally dissat-
isfied, then the process of pacification and 
disarmament could proceed smoothly. We 
have similar experiences in other coun-
tries which had experienced turmoil and 
war. However, some ill-informed people 
especially in the United States - would like 
to "punish the Serbs". Quite aside from the 
fundamental fact that the Serb cause is just' 
quite apart from the bankrupt morality of 
such clarion calls, this approach is politi-
cally suicidal. 

If a Carthaginian peace is imposed on 
the Serbs - leaving them with a deep sense  

of grievance and without a stake in the new 
Balkan order - I can see endemic violence 
and instability continuing for a long time. 
It took many to create the Hobbesian night-
mare that is Yugoslavia today. Denying 
the right of Serbs to have their legitimate 
and understandable interests fairly and 
squarely considered by the international 
community is, in fact, the blueprint for 
continuing disaster. Everyone needs to be 
called to order. There has to be real give-
and-take. The concept of "all Serbs in one 
state" is not realistic, but the concept of 
satisfying EVERYONE except the ten mil-
lion Serbs, from Sanjak and Kosovo to 
Krajina and Bosnia- is simply catastrophic. 

I am not saying this from the vantage 
point of a narrowminded nationalist. In 
fact, I have always warned against those 
forms of nationalism which degenerate 
into chauvinism, define themselves 
through animosity towards the outsiders. I 
am saying this as a pragmatic person, keen 
to analyse politics as the art of the possible, 
and to present my people's national inter-
ests in terms and categories readily under-
stood by any well meaning, impartial 
outside observer. In fact, one of my 
objectives is to contribute to the kind of 
change in Serbia that will enable my people 
to be represented by credible, legitimate, 
and rational leaders, capable of reaching 
fair and lasting agreements. Having such 
agreements dictated from the outside, in 
Geneva, New York, Brussels or Washing-
ton, will not ensure a permanent peace. 
The legacy of Versailles, for all its differ-
ence of context, teaches us that much. 

In conclusion, to come back to your 
question, I would like to make a general 
remark on the subject of international 
institutions such as the E.C. or the U.N. 
Those links between nations which are 
based on shared historical experience, cul-
tural affinity, and on common political 
and geostrategic interests, always prove 
more binding and more enduring than those 
based on some declared principles - such as 
the U.N. - or those essentially based on 
economic and pragmatic interests - such as 
the E.C. That is why the bonds between 
Serbia and Greece are so deep. That is why 
they will prove more enduring than the 
mistaken and unjust vilification by some 
Western circles of my people, the Serbs, as 
the culprits in the present tragic conflict in 
the Balkans. 
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By SOPHIA NIBI Greek-Americans in Review... 

Professor Charles Moskos 
expresses view on military 

Professor Charles Moskos , a military 
sociologist at Northwestern University in 
Chicago and author of "The Military—
More Than Just a Job," has voiced an 
opinion which questions President Clinton's 
position to end the ban on gays in the 
military. Professor Moskos calls historical 
anecdotes that many a world-class con-
querors were gay, just as irrelevant as the 
argument that the United States is be-
nighted holdover, one of the last civilized 
countries to forbid homosexuals to serve 
openly in the armed forces. Following a 
field trip to Israel and Germany recently, 
Professor Moskos said that "American gen-
erals would probably be happy to adopt the 
German or Israeli model" while "American 
gays would not be." In Germany, gays are 
drafted, though most opt for a civilian form 
of alternative service. By law, however, no 
openly gay soldier in the German army can 
be promoted, according to Professor 
Moskos. In Israel, men with effeminate 
mannerisms are routinely rejected by draft. 

When gays pass muster, they are gener-
ally given support assignments that allow 
them to live at home. Professor Moskos 
reports that Israel is a very homophobic 
society. 

Not so the Netherlands. When it comes 
to tolerance, the Dutch army cannot be  

beat. And gays are nearly as welcome in 
the Scandinavian armed forces. But, says 
Professor Moskos, "these are not real fight-
ing armies like the Brits, the Israelis and us. 
If a country has a security threat, then there 
is a policy that makes it very tough for 
gays." 

Charles Moskos, the son of Greek im-
migrants, is Professor of Sociology at North-
western University. In addition to his book 
on the Military, he has also authored "A 
Call to Civic Service" which has been 
translated in seven languages. He has been 
a Fellow at the Woodrow Wilson Interna-
tional Center for Scholars and a Rockefeller 
Humanities Fellow. Professor Moskos 
served on the Greek Orthodox Archdio-
cese Commission on a Theological Agenda 
for the Third Millennium. He is also a 
member of AHEPA. 

John Kapioltas will be honored 
by the National Council 
of Christians & Jews 

John Kapioltas, Chairman, President 
and Chief Executive Officer of ITT 
Sheraton Corporation, will be the Ortho-
dox Christian recipient for service by the 
Northeastern Region of the National Coun-
cil of Christians and Jews. He will be 
honored at the annual dinner of the NCCJ 
on April 28, in Boston. 

A native of Akron, Ohio, John Kapioltas 
is a graduate of Kent State University. He 
has received numerous community and 
industry awards and honors, including the 

Outstanding Business Achievement Award 
from Kent State, and Hotels Magazine's 
Corporate Hotelier of the World Award. 
He was honored as "Man of the Year" in 
1990 by the AXIOS Foundation for Wor-
thiness, in Los Angeles, and in 1991 by the 
Hellenic American Chamber of Commerce 
in New York. Also in 1991, Mr. Kapioltas 
received the Leo Beranek International 
Citizen Award from the Boston Center for 
International Visitors. He is also the re-
cipient of a' 1992 Ellis Island Medal of 
Honor presented by the National Ethnic 
Coalition of Organizations in New York. 

Last month, ITT Sheraton Corporation 
announced that on January 1, 1994, John 
Kapioltas will step down from the position 
of CEO but will continue as Chairman of 
the Corporation. Under his leadership, 
ITT Sheraton has received worldwide rec-
ognition as an industry innovator. Focus-
ing on global growth and service excel-
lence, he has positioned ITT Sheraton, 
which he joined in 1960, as one of the 
world's leading hotel companies. He as-
sumed his present post as Chairman, Presi-
dent and Chief Executive Officer in 1985. 

Nick Patsaouras 
wants to govern Los Angeles 

Nick Patsaouras, a member of the Los 
Angeles County Transportation Commis-
sion, has announced his candidacy for 
mayor of Los Angeles. He is the president 
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of Patsaouras and Associates, Inc., a con-
sulting electrical engineering services 
company,specializing in the design of 
power, lighting, communications, life 
safety and energy management systems 
throughout the United States. Mr. 
Patsaouras was born in Athens, Greece, 49 
years ago. He is running not as a politician, 
but as a professional planner who has a 
public record of which he is proud. In his 
announcement speech, candidate Patsa-
ouras said: "Thirty years ago, I came here 
as a young man of 17, an immigrant from 
Greece, just like the first settlers of our city 
were immigrants and so many after them. 

I came here because I wanted a better life, 
and because Los Angeles promised to make 
that better life possible. Los Angeles has 
not let me down. I met my wife, a native 
of Mexico, we married, we have two chil-
dren and we have prospered. Los Angeles 
has been our home and the energizer for 
our lives 	Behind us are 200 years of 
striving for greatness, ahead of us is a 
decade of challenge to solve problems, 
resolve inequities, and prepare our city for 
a new generation in the next century. 

Nick Patsaouras' long list of community 
service includes founding of the Hellenic-
American Chamber of Commerce and  

spearheading the efforts to establish the Dr. 
George Papanicolaou Chair at UCLA. He 
is a member of the Saint Nicholas Greek 
Orthodox Church in Northride, CA. 

James A. Argeros appointed 
President of Mercantile Bank 

The Board of Directors of Mercantile 
Bank and Trust Company in Boston has 
appointed James A. Argeros acting presi-
dent of the institution, following the resig-
nation of Stelios E. Antonakopoulos as 
president and director of the bank. Mr. 
Antonakopoulos, president of Mercantile 
since its founding in 1988, will pursue 
other interests with his family. 

In 1991 James Argeros retired from his 
position as president and general manager 
of the Harvard Cooperative Society, (bet-
ter known as "The Coop"), a position he 
held since 1978. Under his dynamic and 
enthusiastic leadership, the Coop, 
America's oldest and largest collegiate 
book stone cooperative, increased three-
fold. In addition, a new M.I.T. store was 

James A. Argeros 
opened in Kendal Square, the Medical area 
store was relocated and greatly expanded, 
and a specialty store was opened in the 
M.I.T. Stratton Center. 

James Argeros' extensive retail 
backround began with an Executive Train-
ing Program at Allied Stores in New York 
City. He has held executive positions in 
L.H. Field Co. in Jackson, Michigan, Dey 
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Brothers in Syracuse, New York and Jor-
dan Marsh in Boston. He has also worked 
as Project Director of the Experimental 
Computer System at which time he pio-
neered and implemented the first success-
ful computer application in the department 
store field. 

James Argeros is a graduate of Boston 
University and has served on the board of 
trustees of that institution. He is also a past 
president of the Boston University Alumni 
Association. 

In 1988, James Argeros was a co-chair-
man of the Clergy-Laity Congress of the 
Archdiocese which was held in Boston. An 
Archon of the Ecumenical Patriarchate, 
James Argeros also co-chaired the Boston 
Diocese committee which welcomed Pa-
triarch Dimitrios Ito New England. He is 
a member of the Board of Trustees of 
Hellenic College/Holy Cross, and sits on 
the Archdiocesan and Diocesan Councils. 
James Argeros and his wife Janice are 
members of the Saint Vasilios Parish in 
Peabody, MA. They are the parents of 
Arthur, Demetra and Cassandra and the 
grandparents of a granddaughter. 

Ambassador Michael Sotirhos 
returns to the United States 

The United States Ambassador to Greece 
Michael Sotirhos and his wife Estelle have 
concluded their tour of duty to the land of 
their forefathers, Greece, and are returning 
to the United States. Feted in Athens at a 
reception hosted by the Hellenic American 
Chamber of Commerce, Ambassador and 
Mrs. Sotirhos called the period they spent  

in Greece, since 1989, the country "which 
we knew so well from the lips of our 
parents, the most exciting period" of their 
lives. 

A native of the city of New York, 
Michael Sotirhos received his education at 
the City University System which awarded 
him the Bachelor of Science degree in 
Business Administration. He applied his 
business acumen by founding the Ariston 
Group, a successful business venture of 
varied interests, including real estate, com-
mercial interior design and construction. 
Throughout his life, Michael Sotirhos has 
served his country, his Church and his 
community. His government service in-
cludes membership on the Presidential 
Commission on Voluntary Service; the 
New York State Commission on Architec-
ture; and the National Advisory Council on 
Small Business. From 1985 till 1989 he 
served as United States Ambassador to 
Jamaica. For his service in that island 
nation, he was awarded the prestigious 
Order of Jamaica with the rank of com-
mander. 

In 1985, the Republican National Com-
mittee awarded Michael Sotirhos the 
Dwight D. Eisenhower Award. The Re-
publican Party's Ethnic Division named 
him its "Man of the Year" in 1983. He has 
also been recognized by the John F. 
Kennedy Library for Minorities which in 
1966 awarded him the American heritage 
Award. The National Juvenile Diabetes 
Foundation named him "Man of the Year" 
in 1976. 

Michael Sotirhos served as President of 
the Archdiocesan Cathedral of the Holy 
Trinity in New York City, chaired the 
United Greek Orthodox Charities and un-
der the leadership of Bishop Methodios 
(then Bishop of Scopelos), he chaired the 
27th Biennial Clergy Laity Congress of the 
Archdiocese. He is a member of the Ar-
chons of the Ecumenical Patriarchate and 
a recipient of the Saint Paul Medal for 
Public Service. 

Ambassador and Mrs. Sotirhos are the 
parents of Michael and Stacey. 

Vilma Liacouras Chantiles 
speaks at HC/HC in Brookline 

Vilma Liacouras Chantiles, author of 
"The Food of Greece," presented a lecture 
earlier this month on "The Spirit of Greece: 

Desserts Then and Now." Held at the 
Maliotis Center of Hellenic College, the 
lecture was sponsored by the Volunteer 
Women for the school. 

Reflecting on the continuity and dyna-
mism of Hellenic culture and taste through 
the ages, Mrs. Chantiles talk highlighted 
holiday and lenten desserts from fruits and 
nuts to cakes and pastries. 

Born into a Greek immigrant family, 
Vilma Liacouras Chantiles was imbued 
with a love of the language and culture in 
childhood and was drawn academically 
into her ancient heritage with graduate 
studies at New York University. While 
earning a master of arts degree in home 
economics and nutrition, her study, "The 
Historical and Cultural Implications of the 
Food of Greece," evolved into her first 
cookbook, "The Food of Greece," a cul-
tural history and cookbook, recently pub-
lished by Simon and Schuster. She earned 
a second master's degree in journalism. 

Since 1975, as food columnist of The 
Athenian, published in Athens, she re-
searched throughout the Greek mainland 
and islands, learning recipe techniques 
from the finest chefs to producers and 
villagers in hamlets, monasteries, markets 
and cities. 

When traveling in other countries, Vilma 
Chantiles interviewed Hellenes in China, 
Japan, the Philippines, India, England and 
the United States, exploring the interesting 
variations they invented in distant lands. 
She has taught graduate courses on food at 
New York University and textiles at Deree 
College in Athens. She has also edited 
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nonfiction books at Sterling Publishing Co. 
in New York. Vilma Liacouras Chantiles 
is also the author of "Diabetic Cooking 
from Around the World" and "The New 
York Ethnic Food Market Guide and Cook-
book." She is a contributor to newspapers 
and books, including ten volumes of Time-
Life 's "The Good Cook." 

George Spanakos will head 
New York City Elections Board 

George M. Spanakos of the Brooklyn 
law firm "Spanakos and Gardner" which 
specializes in commercial law, particu-
larly real estate, has been appointed presi-
dent of the New York City Board of Elec-
tions. Currently an election commissioner,  

he was chosen for the one-year term by a 
unanimous vote of the 10-member board. 

The Board of Elections represents one 
Democrat and one Republican from each 
of the five boroughs of the city. 

A civic minded individual, Mr. Spanakos 
is also a trustee of Brooklyn Hospital and 
the secretary of the Society of Prevention 
of Cruelty to Children. One of seven 
brothers who have been known for being 
excellent athletes, George Spanakos was 
an amateur boxer. He is a graduate of 
Wagner College in Staten Island and the 
New York Law School. His first job as an 
attorney was in 1965 with the Legal Aid 
Society. 

A wide lens view 
around the country 

Takey Crist, MD, an obstetrician at 
the Crist Clinic in Jacksonville, North 
Carolina, has introduced a new laser sur-
gical tool, "harmonic scalpel," which will 
make this popular form of surgery safer 
and cost effective. The harmonic scalpel 
uses vibration and friction to cut and simul-
taneously bring about blood clotting , 
resulting in a surgery site free from blood, 
thus allowing for efficient operation pro-
cedures. 

Dr. Anthony I. Pilavas, an ophthal-
mologist at Astoria General, Manhattan 

Eye and Ear, and New York Eye and Ear 
Hospitals, has been appointed to the Arch-
bishop Iakovos/HANAC Senior Citizen 
Housing Complex in Astoria, N.Y. Dr. 
Pilavas is highly regarded in his field and is 
enthusiastic that he will be involved in the 
endeavor of the Greek American Commu-
nity in New York. 

Dr. Gerald Papadatos, an urologist at 
the Astoria General Hospital and Cathedral 
Medical Center, and an attending physi-
cian at the Cabrini Medical Center, will 
also be associated with the Senior Citizen 
Housing Complex in Astoria. Along with 
other Greek-American physicians, he will 
be at the Senior Citizen Complex medical 
facility room one morning a week to meet 
with residents who need his attention. 

Dr. Stanley J. Nicas of Leicester, MA, 
has been elected President of the 22-chap-
ters of the American Culinary Federation 
of New England (ACFNE). Dr. Nicas and 
John Koniares founded the ACNFE in 1980. 
Stanley Nicas and his family have owned 
and operated the Castle Restaurant in Leic-
ester, MA for the past 43 years. 

Dr. Elias Adamopoulos of Salisbury, 
MD, has joined the Archbishop Iakovos 
Leadership 100 Endowment Fund. Dr. 
Adamopoulos, who was born in Piraeus, 
Greece, is a 1956 graduate ofthe university 
of Athens Medical School. He imigrated to 
the United States in 1957. Dr. Adamopoulos 
is a Diplomate of the American Board of 
Otolaryngology and a Fellow ofthe Ameri- 
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can College of Surgeons. He is a founding 
member of the Saint George Parish in 
Ocean City, MD, where in 1991 he served 
as president of the Parish Council. He is 
also a member of AHEPA. Dr. 
Adamopoulos and his wife Stella are the 
parents of Stavros, Christos and Elias. 

Elisa A. Lianos, MD, PhD, a nephro-
logist and associate professor of medicine 
and pathology at the Medical College of 
Wisconsin in Milwaukee, has received a 
grant to study the role of inflammatory 
cells in kidney disease. 

Nicholas Koromelas, a Detroit, MI, 
businessman is sharing with others his pri-
vate collection of readings which he has 
compiled in a paper bound publication 
titled "Who Do You Say I am?" The book  

contains selections from the books and 
articles of various scholars and writers on 
Greek Orthodoxy and Hellenism. 

Dr. Panayiota Zarmakoupis of 
Mineola, NY, has been awarded the 
Aretaeus Prize for best presentation of an 
original work by a young Greek physician 
outside Greece by the Hellenic Bio-Medi-
cal Diaspora World Conference held in 
Athens. 

Joanne Stafanatos a Las Vegas, NV, 
Veterinarian, has been elected president of 
the American Holistic Veterinary Medical 
Association. 

PLEASE NOTE: Items to be included 
in Hellenic Profiles may be sent directly 
to: Sophia Nibi, 40 Seaver Street, 

Wellesley, MA 02181. 

FINAL WORD—"I decline to accept 
the end of man...I believe that man will not 
merely endure; he will prevail." (Nobel 
Laureate William Faulkner). 
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Thoughts from Seattle By TASO LAGOS 

HOW TO CYNICALLY REMAIN GREEK-AMERICAN 
Yes, I am a cynical writer and, yes, 

here we go on an extremely cynical col-
umn on what you need to do to remain 
Greek-American. Of course, it is written 
with a lot of humor and sentiment, even 
though that may not be obvious. If we 
can't laugh at ourselves, who can we 
laugh at?! 

Here is the list: 

1. Drive a BMW or Cadillac, or any 
obscenely large American-made car. 
Lately, however, the luxury Japanese lines 
(Lexus, Acura, etc.) have been making 
inroads with showy Greek-Americans. 
Beamers are old stand-bys and will never 
leave the list. 

2. Shop at Nordstrom. Even if there is 
not one in your area, there soon will be so 
there's no excuse. Why Nordstrom? They 
pamper customers and Greek-Americans, 
perhaps more than any other immigrant 
ethnic group in America, like to be pam-
pered. It's so opposite the surly service 
one receives when shopping in Greece. 

3. Attend church every Sunday. You 
must dress in sharp duds, or face long  

stares. Also, smile a lot and pretend 
you're there to listen to the sermon even 
though you're probably more interested 
in being in church for the social hour. (A 
minister will read this and damn me to 
hell. Don't worry--I've already done it 
myself!) 

4. Own a restaurant. Any restaurant. 
For those who can't be doctors, lawyers, 
professors or members of Clinton's in-
ner-circle, this is the next best thing. 
Also, great entry-level positions for 
newly-arrived immigrants. Plays up on 
America's need for diverse menus. Pizza 
eateries are the most common. 

5. Put olive oil and oregano on every-
thing you eat. Watch non-Greeks gawk 
as you sprinkle olive oil on cakes and 
desserts. 

6. Marry another Greek. No ques-
tions asked. Ever. Ever. 

7. Don't become a cynical writer. Like 
me. Remember, I am damned to hell and 
without redemption. All arts are to be 
avoided unless you can earn at least 
$75,000 a year. Otherwise, you might as 
well wash dishes at Jack-in-the-Box. 

8. Live in a suburb. Owning a house  

near the city is both bad for your health 
(smog, traffic, etc.), but also un-Greek. 
Since many Greek immigrants came from 
villages back in the old country, this is 
almost expected. Also, living in the sub-
urbs means you've "arrived." Only bohe-
mians and artists live in or near a city. 

9. Send your children to private schools. 
Education is an important hallmark of 
us Greek-Americans. It is the only way to 
rise up and become a spokesman for the 
Clinton Administration. Also, private 
schools give young Greek-Americans the 
value system they need to make a contri-
bution to our culture. What kind of value 
system? Study hard, wear conservative 
clothes and go to church every Sunday,  

10. Follow traditions. Even if they're 
wrong. There must be a reason for them. 
One of these traditions is that in a Greek 
household the man is supreme. If you 
don't like this, you can always marry a 
non-Greek and watch your marriage end 
in divorce (Americans don't stay in mar-
riages--common Greek wisdom!) 

11. Vote Republican. We all know that 
in most Presidential elections, Greeks 
vote 70% Republican, even if the candi- 
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Scholarships and Grands by Hellenic Medical Society 
The Hellenic Medical Society of New 

York has announced the availability of 
scholarships and grants for 1993 to medi-
cal and biomedical research students of 
Hellenic heritage residing in the New 
York tri-state area and enrolled in an 
accredited medical school in the United 
States. Students applying for the Societyos 
medical scholarships must show finan-
cial need and academic excellence to 
qualify. Medical and biomedical research 
students applying for the Leonidas 
Lantzounis Research Grant must con-
duct their basic or biomedical research 

date is a crook or pathetically corrupt; 
even if the Democratic candidate id com-
pletely Greek (do you remember Michael 
Dukakis?) 

12. Go to the old country once every 
three years. No matter what your finan-
cial situation is like, you are required to 
fly back to the old country (preferably on 
an upscale European airline like SAS or 
KLM), and spread your money around. 
You might just be living above the pov-
erty level, but when you visit Greece, you 
must pretend you own the Chrysler Build-
ing. 

13. If you are young and are interested 
in sports, the ones of choice are either 
basketball or tennis. How many famous 
Greek football players do you know? 
But, we do have Pete Sampras in tennis 
and Ron Seikaly in basketball . Greeks 
also play soccer, but this is mostly for 
greasy-collar Greeks. 

Get the idea? Okey, so there may be a 
few items that I've missed. You can write 
to me care-of this magazine for your 
suggestions. Send me your comments 
too (and threats, if you like). I promise to 
read them and respond to them. 

What about those Greeks who don't 
wish to remain Greek, or worse yet, want 
to appear something other than a Greek-
American? Well, that will be for a future 
article. For now, my suggestion to you is 
that you lie low, follow the above sugges-
tions without fail and just wait for the 
day when you might show your true 
colors. Greeks, you see, don't like trai-
tors. 

I should know.  

under the auspices of a sponsoring senior 
investigator who will provide equipment, 
space and supervision. Medical and bio-
medical research students, and M.D.s 
and Ph.D.s having been granted their 
degree after 1989, applying for the 
Michael G. Mulinos Post Graduate Es-
say Award must represent the principal 
or primary author or investigator when 
more than one individual is involved in 
the project. The Christ Bozes Essay Prize 
is available to high school students. 

Applications are available by writing 
to the Hellenic Medical Society of New 
York, 11 East 68th Street, #2C, New 
York, N.Y. 10021; in care of Dr. Marinos 
Petratos for medical scholarships and 
Dr. Peter Tsairis for research grants and 
essay awards and prizes. The deadline for 
applications is April 15th. 

ST. NICHOLAS, FLUSHING, 
HONORS EDUCATORS 

The Greek School of St. Nicholas 
Greek Orthodox Church in Flushing 
honored Rev. George Passias, Principal 
Athena Kromidas and educator Maria 
Makris for their outstanding contribu-
tion at the annual dance on Saturday, 
January 30th. Mrs. Kromidas was also 
honored as Greek educator of the year 
for 1993. Eight scholarships were given 
to graduates of the Greek School who 
will be attending college. 

The successful dance was attended by 
over 400 people. The youth danced Greek 
folk dances to Greek melodies. An excel-
lent dinner of prime ribs was served. 
Dance Chairman Harry Kaloyiannis, co-
chairperson Georgia Karakatsani, P.T.A. 
president Paris Preponis and the P.T.A. 
board organized an immensely success-
ful social. 
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By HARRY NAFPLIOTIS, Ph.T., M.A. 
Director, Physical Therapy Center of Teaneck, NJ. The Doctor Says... 

In today's industrial society, low back 
pain is the most common cause of occupa-
tional disability. Statistically, 92% of all 
low back pain sufferers subside within two 
months regardless of the nature of the 
treatment. But what becomes of the re-
maining eight percent whose pain com-
plaints linger on over months or years 
despite receiving the full spectrum ofhealth 
care services? These patients are estimated 
to number over 50 million Americans. 
Approximately 30% to 40% of chronic 
pain patients sustained relief from surgical 
and medical techniques. The remainder of 
these patients utilize a disproportionate 
amount ofhealth  services and constitute an 
annual drain of $40 billion dollars of health 
care resources in the United States alone. 

For the past ten years we have attempted 
to use a simple and alternate approach 
combining passive techniques of the post- 

BACK PROBLEMS 
op patients on bed rest and bracing with 
gentle active techniques emphasizing func-
tions within the limits of pain and progres-
sively increase function despite initial in-
creased pain. In cooperation and constant 
communication with the orthopedic sur-
geon and/or the neurologist eliminating 
the possibility of progressive neurological 
condition or contraindication to exercise, 
the patients are placed on an individual 
progressive exercise program directed to 
their individual needs after careful evalu-
ation and screening. 

The program consists of postural as-
sessment of muscle imbalance with black 
and white photos and/or slides taken in five 
different positions: prone, supine, sitting, 
standing and walking, indicating to the 
patient his/her particular problem of muscle 
tightness and/or muscle imbalance of dif-
ferent areas of the body. The problems are  

discussed logically with audio-visual ef-
fects if necessary and then exercises are 
prescribed specifically for the patient's 
needs. The patients are able to see for 
themselves the body mechanics in motion 
and the muscle imbalance of movement 
during testing the above five positions. 
Stretching and/or strengthening exercises 
follow, which over a period of short time, 
will improve the patient's performance 
with better balance during a muscular 
contraction when acting upon two or more 
joints to produce a functional movement. 
Our goals of this program are directed 
towards increased strength, mobility and 
most of all , increased function for our 
daily activities. 

Athenians 
TIMOS AMIRIDIS (516) 928-5916 
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THE LAST WORD: 
Women, Death, and Divination in Inner Mani 

The following are excerpts from the book 
"TheLast Word"by C. Nadia Seremetakis, 
which has recently received the 1992 Hon-
orable Mention Award, Victor Turner 
Prize in Ethnographic Writing, and it will 
be published in translation by a major 
Greek press next year. The Last Word can 
be purchased in all major bookstores or 
directly from the University of Chicago 
Press, 11030 S. Langley Ave., Chicago, 
IL. 60628. (ISBN.: 0-226-74876-6, $16.95 
paperback. ) 

By C. NADIA SEREMETAKIS 

The road occupies a heterogenous posi-
tion in the ritualization of death. In the 
preliminary stages of the death ritual the 
road signifies disorder and separation, and, 
at a subsequent stage, order and together- 

ness with the dead. After burial, the path 
taken from the cemetery is "erased" in 
order to make a distinction between the 
domains of the living and the dead. To 
enter the road is to cross a threshold--a 

From chapter 5: 

The appearance 

On the Road 

A little old lady advised me, 
"Listen, my brave Marouso, 

put the road ahead, 
and go to the narrow paths of Kounos 

there your mother to find." 
I put the road ahead. 

I go to the narrow paths of Kounos... 
(From lament no. 25) 

C. Nadia Seremetakis, born and raised in 
Greece, has been living in New York for 
over seventeen years. She holds degrees in 
both Sociology ( B. A and M. A) and An-
thropology ( M.A. and Ph.D ), and has 
been teaching Anthropology, Women's 
Studies andGreek Studies at CUNY, New 
York University, and Vassar College since 
1983. Her research and fieldwork in Inner 
Mani began in 1982 and continues to this 
day. She is also the author of numerous 
articles in European and American schol-
arly journals and newspapers. Her 
forthcoming books include: Ritual, Power 
and the Body: Historical Perspectives on 
the Representation of Greek Women; and 
The Senses Still: Perception and Memory 
as Material Culture in Modernity. 
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The author and friends ( 1985 ) 

threshold which is not to be traversed by a 
woman alone. Whether death is present or 
not, entry onto the road, especially by a 
woman, is never a neutral or indifferent 
act. Roads are tied to the outside and are 
central components of public and political 
space. How and when a road is used, 
therefore, is a matter of consideration for 
Inner Maniats. There is no such thing as 
hanging out on a road or taking an aimless 
stroll alone on the road. A woman traveling 
without a visible purpose on the road, 
especially a deserted road, provokes suspi-
cion, worry, curiosity, concern, and anxi-
ety (not necessarily regarding sexual mis-
conduct [as in Hirschon 1978]). Women 
moving in groups, or a woman accompa-
nied by another, do not provoke such reac-
tions; nor does the woman in the household 
or working in the field. The presence of the 
woman in these locales and situations has 
a fixed and unproblematic significance. A 
woman alone on the road, however, be-
comes a problematic, unfixed sign, an 
object of the social imaginary of the femi-
nine. 

During periods of feuding, the road was 
one of the principal locales where men 
ambushed their enemies. As the symbol of 
the outside, the road was an emblematic 
place of death. Revenants, the walking 
dead, are often encountered on the road, 
i.e., crossroads. Inprofasi the image of the 
dying person was seen on or near the road. 
Being on the road means being a messen-
ger. It implies being both a recipient and a 
donor. Those who are about to leave a 
household receive blessings and "gifts," 
messages and wishes for both the traveler 
and those the traveler will meet at the other 
end of the journey. Transition or separa- 

household personifies the entry of the out-
side into the inside and carries the ambi-
ence of the messenger-donor, the bringer 
of news. A similar qualification is attached 
to specific figures in the dream who are 
messengers that come from the outside. 

The relation between road, inside/outside, 
exile, and messengers intertwines the jour-
ney and news or signs from the outside with 
moira (fate).There is a direct parallel be-
tween the endowment of the traveler as 
messenger and the role of the dead in the 
mourning ceremony. The traditional bless-
ing for the dead is "go to the good." The 
dead are frequently given messages by 
kinsmen and neigbors to take to their own 
dead. 

The semiology of the dead in Mani is 
the semiology of the nonsedentary, of 
things, people, and tokens in movement: 
an imagery that establishes a relation be-
tween the here and there, between the then 
and now. The nekropouli (bird of the dead, 
mainly a migratory species), the dead who 
return in dreams to deliver warnings, the 
dying who "malceprofasi" by sending their 
images to significant others, the women 
that travel to the place of death--all per-
sonify this transience. With the first an-
nouncement ofdeath by screams or church 
bell, people find themselves on the road, 
whether it is a village path or a road that 

tion here do not imply significant geo-
graphical or temporal distance, but rather 
the shift in classificatory domains from the 
"covered" to the "uncovered," from the 
household to the road. The traveler as 
messenger is thus symbolically covered 
with detached signs of household order: 
clothes (e.g., coat), food, oral messages, 
small blessings, wishes and beneficial physi-
cal gestures. 

Whether one goes across the street or 
embarks on a long journey, the traveler is 
always sent "to the good." Correspond-
ingly, there is a common expression "com-
ing from the road" (erhete apo dhromo). 
The person who comes from the road to the 

'Epyacria 'Eyytnutivn 

Moutafis Decorating 
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Contracting, Inc. 
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A multitowered Inner Maniat village with terraced infields ( 1983 ) 

connects village to village or city to vil-
lage. 

In the spoken and sung discourses of 
the mourning ritual (klama) the imagery of 
the road is central. Pira to dhromo sta 
brosta ("I took the road ahead of me" or 
"put the road ahead of me") infers the 
journey the klama as an encounter with 
fate. To "take the road" is to place ones fate 
ahead of oneself. The phrase "she took the 
road ahead," used in narrations and la-
ments, is associated with special, urgent 
movements (e.g, from a brisk pace to run-
ning). One of my female informants de-
scribed a woman entering a mourning ritual 
as dhromohismeni. The word connotes "be-
ing taken" by the road (dhromos). This 
improvisation was based on the word 
xepsihismeni, being out of breath, dying, 
having lost her soul (psihi) (soul is equiva-
lent to breath here). The term connotes the 
effects of strenuous activity, struggle, or 
fight, which evokes the struggle with death. 
Dhromohismeni is formed by virtue of a 
metonymic relation between the passage 
of breath from the body in crisis or death  

and the struggle of the mourner on the road 
to the space of death (the klama). 

Commenting on the improvisation of a 
lament, a narrator stated, "The mourner 
had the moiroloi implanted in her" and 
then proceeded to describe the mourner's 
journey to the ritual, implying that the 
lament takes form on the road to the klama 
(mourning ritual), that the physical move-
ment from everyday social order to the 
disorder of death is analogous to the cog-
nitive entry into the discourse of death. 
Composing and singing the moiroloi is 
making a journey and confronting fate. In 
the ritual, the solo singer (korifea) and the 
other mourners can be "taken" (caught up) 
by the moiroloi, just as one can be taken by 
the road which is one's fate. 

Today, with the substantial depopula-
tion of Mani and the urban migration, the 
road retains its ambience of separation, 
liminality and disorder. Maniats who die in 
Athens and other cities are conveyed to 
their natal village for mourning and burial. 
A bus is rented and driven to Mani carrying 
the urban relative and the dead in a coffin. 

Buses full of people are a contemporary 
sign of death insofar as tourism has made 
few inroads into this region. 

I traveled separately to one such cer-
emony that took place in the village of 
Alika. The bus had passed earlier, around 
seven in the morning. The villages beside 
the road had received the message, and the 
klama was well under way when I arrived 
a few hours later. I travelled to the cer-
emony with a distant aunt in a car driven by 
her son. He grumbled, as he drove, that 
whenever he came to Mani on a vacation, 
he was dragged every day to a funeral. As 
we drove by the villages, my aunt spotted 
women she wanted to notify about the 
event. He refused to stop. She muttered 
about this and complained angrily through-
out the trip about not having brought in-
cense or flowers to the dead. She ex-
claimed that to appear without anything to 
this klama of her manoyenia (mother's 
clan) was as if she had shit in her pants in 
public. Her son responed, "These things 
are gone now. After all, you've been living 
in Athens for decades!" She shouted, "I 
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don't leave tradition! I shit on Athenians!" 
(Dhen tin afino ego ti paradhosi. Tous 
ehezo tous Athineous.) 

Her continuous scatological talk im-
plied that she felt polluted by the manner in 
which she was journeying and attending 
that mortuary ceremony. I asked her at one 
point if we weren't going early, since the 
funeral would begin at four in the after-
noon, and we were arriving before eleven 
in the morning. She answered impatiently 
that this was her "sweet mother's clan" 
(ghlikia manoyenia), and "so it's never 
early!" As we approached her natal village, 
she turned with pain in her eyes and voice 
and said, as if talking to herself, "Here, 
once upon a time, if you only knew what 
was here!" As we passed by a deserted 
tower and its towerhouses, her voice broke, 
"Here is my sweet mother's clan. Now I 
don't want to turn to look, for all I see is 
ruins." (Once there would have been people 
to greet her upon her arrival from the road.) 
The road is one of the central signs of 
xenitia. Travel, journey, passage to a for-
eign land, and exile are central metaphors  

of death in rural Greece. They are per-
ceived as xenitia, which encompasses the 
condition of estrangement, the outside, the 
movement from the inside to the outside, as 
well as contact and exchange between 
fore ign domains, objects and agents. Xenitia 
is a basic cognitive structure within which 
life and death are thought. Xenitia is re-
versible and situationally contingent. In-
serting the logic or imagery of estrange-
ment into any social situation, life event, or 
discourse immediately organizes the con-
tingent into relations of the inside and 
outside, the same and the other. Xenitia 
then is a foundational taxonomy, and its 
imagery informs dreaming, death rituals, 
kinship systems, marriage, geography, his-
tory, ethnicity and politics. 

From chapter 6: The Ethics of Antiphony 

Categories of 
Performance and Pain 

Maniats use the following terms to clas-
sify and characterize the sequences of the  

mourning ceremony up to the point of 
burial: (1) klama, or parapono, which re-
fers to the women's mourning ritual; (2) 
kidhia, a term not often used by Maniat 
women and associated with that part of the 
ceremony which begins with the officia-
tion of the priest and ends with the 
inhumation of the body; (3) moiroloi, which 
refers to the improvised mourning song 
itself; and (4) thrinos, which designates an 
emotionally intense mourning session. 

In klama, the practices and techniques 
of mourning are organized by a conceptual 
vocabulary that fuses categories of perfor-
mance with categories of feeling. This 
fusion is accomplished by the division of 
roles in the wake and the different genres 
and methods utilized to signify pain (ponos). 
To analyze the performance structure of 
Maniat lament sessions is to describe their 
emotional structure. 

The collectivity of female mourners is 
known as moiroloyistres. Each woman who 
emerges from this group to improvise the 
extended lament is known as the korifea. 
The moiroloyistres and the korifea insti- 



The center of the ceremony, klama ( 1982) 

tute the fundamental dynamics of lament 
performance and of mourning in general. 
These roles also bridge the different rela-
tions among agnation, affinity, and resi-
dence that crisscross the wake. Several 
women will assume the role of the korifea 
during the wake. The term korifea comes 
from the noun korifi, which means peak, 
top, summit and implies leader, most ac-
complished. Though each mourner who 
engages in solo improvisation functions 
temporarily as korifea, there is at least one 
woman who is felt to be the korifea of all 

the mourners because she attains the deep-
est intensities of pain and her performance 
is the symbolic center around which other 
performances are organized. 

The korifea is the soloist in pain and the 
moiroloyistres are the chorus; their re-
sponses to the korifea validate her pain 
with their own pain. As the korifea impro-
vises her eight-syllable verses, the chorus 
generates antiphonic responses. 

This includes singing refrains, such as 
doubling the last word of the verse or the 
last of the lament, and stylized sobbing that 
occurs simultaneously with, and in coun-
terpoint to, the singing of the korifea. This 
acoustic interplay between soloist and cho-
rus is accompanied by a physical interplay 
of gestures that also serve as validating 
responses to the solo improvisation. 
Antiphonic interplay also occurs in the 
successive alternation between soloists as 
they "take" the lament from each other. 
The gender dichotomies of the lament 
session in which women are vocal, emo-
tionally demonstrative in public, and the 
men are silent, inhibited, and spatially 
separate, can also be understood as a fur-
ther antiphonic dynamic. The men are not 
ignored by the women mourners during the 
ceremony nor are they oblivious to what is 
happening; within the circle of mourners 
they function as a silent chorus. 

The linguistic, acoustic, and corporeal 
interaction between the korifea and the 
moiroloyistres is considered crucial to the 
performance of the korifea. Lament sing-
ers cannot attain the proper emotional in-
tensity and reality outside ofthe antiphonic 
structure and thus outside of the ceremony 
itself. Women may recite the narrative of 
a lament but are unable to sing it "with 
proper pain." Moreover, they often feel 
that lamenting outside the ceremony can 
be polluting. Any klama in which there are  

not enough skilled participants to form a 
chorus/soloist structure is considered "in-
complete," and "improper." The absence 
of others to "help" a singer is considered 
absence of kin support and a sign of "bad 
death." 

Antiphony is an extension of the ethic 
ofhelping. This ethic has connotations that 
range from the domain of agricultural la-
bor to that of the mourning ritual itself. In 
agricultural practice, it means assistance 
from others that facilitates the completion 
of a work cycle. In the context of the 
mourning ceremony, the ethic of helping 
permeates all practices, from laying out the 
body to exhumation. It implies the active 
role that kinswomen and/or neighbors play 
in facilitating the survivors' completion of 
the mourning cycle. Helping is a loaded 
term referring to a complex system of 
social exchange in which individual grief 
is but one component. 

Antiphony has been described as a preva-
lent pattern of Creek lamentation from 
antiquity to the present. Since antiphony 
characterizes the form of Greek lament, it  

has been understood by commentators as 
an aesthetic device and a literary genre. In 
contrast, among Maniats antiphony is (1) 
the social structure of mortuary ritual; (2) 
the internal acoustic organization of la-
ment singing; (3) a prescribed technique 
for witnessing, for the production/recep-
tion of jural discourse and for the cultural 
construction of truth; and (4) a political 
strategy that organizes the relation of 
women to male-dominated institutions. 

Customary Law: The 
Women s Jury 

The most prominent and striking signs 
of a "naked" death, discounting the ab-
sence of lamenting, is the absence of a 
chorus and of other soloists to "take" the 
moiroloi from the korifea. The highly vis-
ible presence of a solo mourner, with no 
"help" from others, was, for both elder 
Maniats and myself, a dramatic sign of 
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deritualization. In a klama of an old woman 
who had no remaining close kin in Mani but 
was taken back to her natal village by her 
remaining urban kin, the collective mourn-
ing was minimal. The urban relatives ap-
peared ignorant and/ or indifferent to any 
local ethics. The rural women who at-
tended did not make any declarations of 
shared substance. The entire weight of the 
ceremony was taken by an urban niece of 
the deceased who had retained all the skills 
of lamentation, appropriate body gestures 
and behavior. She was mourning, wailing, 
and talking to the dead for at least seven 
hours in an incredible effort to create and 
maintain a center for the ceremony. She 
wanted to avoid a "silent" death, so her aunt 
would "not go discontented," alone and 
unscreamed (see lament no. 64, chapter 9). 
Every now and then, there was a nodding of 
heads, a supportive word or gesture from 
the village women who were attending, 
that granted the truth of what the mourner 
was saying. There was often an apologetic 
word from one or two older women for not 
being able to "help her out," "to take the 
song" from her, to allow her "to rest" by 
mourning themselves. A continuous, sub-
dued humming in the background coming 
from the village women, stopped short of 
the usual intensity of the chorus as I had 
witnessed it in other ceremonies. There 

was a boundary defined by the absence of 
past reciprocity, the absence of close kin, 
biological or fictive, that this protochorus 
would not cross. Thus, there was no dy-
namic focus on the soloist's discourse by 
the chorus, and there was no competition 
between soloists. It was in this absence of 
dialogical tension and polyphony that the 
role of the chorus and the centrality of 
antiphony emerged for me. 

The acoustics of death embodied in 
"screaming" and lamenting and the pres-
ence or "appearance" (fanerosi) of kin 
construct the "good death." The silent death 
is the asocial "bad death" without kin 
support. Silence here connotes the absence 
of witness. "Screaming the dead" counters 
the isolation of death. It separates the 
mourner from residual social contexts yet 
registers her entry into social relation with 
the dead and the rest of the mourners. 
"Screaming" both demarcates and encloses 
a collectivity of subjects in exile. Of course 
those in exile are united in pain. Rooted in 
shared substance, emotional ethics, and 
memories of reciprocity, "screaming" is 
witnessing pain. 

In Greek, the concept of antiphonisi 
(antiphony) possesses a social and jurid-
ical sense in addition to its aesthetic, mu-
sical, and dramaturgical uses. Antiphony 
can refer to the construction of contractual  

agreement, the creation of a symphony by 
opposing voices. It also implies echo, re-
sponse, and guarantee. In Greek, the prefix 
anti- does not only refer to opposition and 
antagonism but also to equivalence, "in 
place of" reciprocity face-to-face. These 
meanings are embedded in the vocabulary 
oflaments. Mourners in their laments claim 
to "come out as representative," (na vgho 
antiprosopos) of the dead (prosopo means 
face or person, and antiprosopos means 
representative). A related and emotionally 
laden phrase is "to witness, suffer for. and 



reveal the truth about," the dead (na tine 
martirisoume). The concept embodied here 
does not necessarily evoke Christian litur-
gical belief among Inner Maniats. The 
term itself has pre-Christian usages that 
possess antiphonic and dyadic inflections. 
The term martirion (witness) appears in 
Herodotus and is associated with the oracles 
of the dead (nekromanteion) (duBois 1988, 
113). The martirion was also a coded 
message composed of two incomplete 
halves, one each in the possession of sender 
and recipient. Completion and decipher-
ment of the message required joining the 
two parts (ibid). 

To "witness," "to suffer for" and "to 
come out as representative for" are narra-
tive devices in laments that fuse jural 
notions of reciprocity and truth claiming 
with the emotional nuances of pain. A 
related phrase that is asked of the dead at 
the beginning of burial procedures and at 
certain commemoration services is "Are 
you coming back? for this is the last trial 
(dhiki)." The concept of trial here evokes 
the " judgement of the dead," the notion of 
ordeal and the last opportunity to be wit-
nessed and represented by the living. 

Gernet describes customary law in an-
cient Greece as a "system of conventions in 
which the signifier tends to absorb the 
signified" (Gernet 1981, 226) By this he 
means that the construction of proof does 
not lie in the recovery of a referential 
situation in an inquiry; rather, truth lies in 
the dramatization and ritualization of ges-
tures and discourse that establish the au-
thority of the witness as a guarantor (ibid., 
229). In this customary legal system, the 
act and role of witnessing is structured as 
ritual passage, as an ordeal. According to 
Gernet, the demarcated space of witness-
ing is characterized by oath taking which 
involves proximity to polluting yet 
sacrilized substance. 

In the Inner Maniat ritual the mourners 
make declarations of shared substance that 
not only sacrilize the corpse-mourner rela-
tion, but also presuppose the separate, 
polluted character of the corpse, its oppo-
sitional relation to the social order. Through 
declarations of shared substance, the 
mourner establishes the juridical authen-
ticity of her mourning discourse and of her 
general participation in the klama. She first 
establishes a material connection to a pol-
luting entity (the corpse). Then the mourner  

attempts to incorporate the chorus as col-
lective witness of her shared substance 
with the dead. This takes the form of 
interrogatory appeals from the mourner to 
members of the chorus to come closer, to 
form a contiguity with the soloist and the 
corpse, to enter into and construct 
antiphonic relations. 

In the following lament, recited and 
validated by a group of women, the initial 
mourner appealed to her audience to wit-
ness the truth of her discourse. She was 
widowed twice and her household under-
went several disruptions. In the verses 
below, she contrasts her past history of 
household instability with the good mar-
riages made by her children, which have 
restored her status and the status of her 
household. She calls on a male affine to 
"witness" this. 
I married off 
	

Pandrepsa ton 
my Andreas 	Andrea mou 
nearby me 	 plisio mou 
and conveniently 	ke volika 
here in 	 edho sta 
Koumouidrianika, 	Koumoudrianika 
and afterwards, 	katopi ke to 
my Demos, 	 Dhimo mou 
he took Christofilo, 	ti Hrisofilio epare 
the sister of Alogakos tou Aloghako ti kafi 
who was 	 you itane 
a prosperous man 	nikokirakas 
and filled 
	

ki eyiomise 
our houses 
	to spiti mas 

with dresses and slips. velehia ke poukamisa. 
Eh, Alogako, 	E, Aloghako 
come close 	ela konda 
for me to speak this 	na ze to leou 
and you to hear it. 	na t' aghrikas 
Am I speaking truth 
	alithia leou 

or lies? 
	 ni psemata? 

Given the fact that the mourner knows 
well that the male affine will not cross the 
gender boundaries of the lament session, 
the appeal for validation is also addressed 
to the chorus of women. The phrase "come 
close" in laments always implies the estab-
lishment of physical contact with the dead 
and/or the metaphorical space of mourn-
ing. This is also an invitation to affirm 
shared substance, and it is a preliminary 
ritual gesture in establishing the truth of 
the mourner's discourse through dialogical 
performance. 

The mourner rhetorically appeals to the 
affine to "come close" in order for her to 
"speak" this discourse and for the witness 
"to hear it." The expression "to hear" in this  

case does not have the passive or purely 
receptive implications that the term has in 
English. To "hear" is to play an active role 
in the production of a juridical discource. 
The act of hearing carries the value of the 
soloist's discourse. Hearing in the 
antiphonic relation is not external to speech 
but metonymical to it. Hearing is the dou-
bling of the other's discourse. Through the 
hearing of the chorus, the discourse is 
disseminated to the rest of society. The 
absence of hearing is equivalent to the 
"silent" death. The "silent" death is also the 
social death of the mourner without wit-
ness. 

In the following lament, recited by an 
elderly woman, the close linkage between 
biological death and the loss of juridical 
status in the kinship structure is explicit. 
Here the silenced death is the preeminent 
sign of absence and loss of status. The 
deceased woman who is the subject of this 
lament had three daughters and no sons. It 
seems that her husband, at some point after 
the burial and before the forty-day memo-
rial ceremony, remarried. The lament, im-
provised by the sister of the dead, indicates 
that the husband sought to suppress all 
mourning and gathering of kin for the 
commemoration. In ironic tones, the 
mourner protests this desocialization of 
her sister's death and the implicit erasure of 
the sister as the female head of the house-
hold; both of which the mourner codifies as 
absense of witness and of public suffering 
through mourning. 

Where are you 
	

Ambou ise 
Yiannakena [the dead]? Yianakena 
I climbed up your 	anevika sti 
staircase 	 skala zou 
and I found Yiannakis ki ivreika to Yianaki 
[husband of the dead] 
I climbed down the 
	

ki exanakatevika 
stairs 
and I found 
	

k'ita i 
Voulitsa alone 
	

Voulitsa monahi 
and Kalliopitsa 
	

ki'i Kaliopitsa 
the little one 
	 i mikri 

and Vasilo drawing 
	

ke i Vasilo 
water 	 yia nero 
[daughters of the dead]. 
I climbed back up 
	

Ki apano you 
anevika 

and said to 
	 ipeka tou 

Yiannakis, 	 Yianaki zou 
"Are we not going to say Dhe the na poume 
anything 	 tipota 
to witness her, 	na tine 
to suffer for her?" 
	

martirisome? 
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The status of this lament in the klama is 
evident in the last verses. The phrases "to 
say anything" and "witness her and suffer 
for her" (na tine martirisome) imply that 
the discourse of the mourner is simulta-
neously a revelation, a disclosure, a wit-
nessing, and an objectification of pain and 
suffering. The interrogatory form further 
reinforces the juridical aspect. It points to 
the improper behavior of the husband. The 
husband who sought to erase the dead by 
silencing her mourners is in turn reduced to 
silence by a discourse enunciated from the 
female space. It is doubtful that the hus-
band would vocally respond to this space. 
His silence is the antiphonic completion of 
the mourning discourse. 

Memorization 

The antiphonic relation is not only con-
cerned with collective validation of dis-
course within the particular space and time 
of the klama (mourning ritual), but also 
with memorization. Antiphonic participa-
tion is a mnemo technique by which the 
individual mourning song constructed in 
the klama is reconstructed as collective 
oral history. This creates a narrative tradi-
tion whose impact extends beyond the 
klama. 

I asked informants to listen to my 
recordings of mourning ceremonies. They 
listened to laments with striking concern, 
care, and intense engagement. It was as if 
the ceremony were actually taking place, 
as if they were there. They did not begin to 
mourn but they became musically en-
gaged. At first I noticed that they repeated 
the last word or phrase of each verse sung 
on tape. I realized this was a form of oral 
writing, a technique of memorization, of 
record keeping that I had also witnessed in 
the actual klama. I soon noticed that they 
did not only echo the last words or phrases 
of the verse sung, but often anticipated 
them as if they already knew where the 
singer's poetics were directed, thus sound-
ing as if they were singing simultaneously 
with the improviser. This was a technique 
for printing the lament in their minds, for 
touching it, for taking it in their mouths as 
shared substance. 

The informants listened to my tapes not 
only to internalize verses of the recorded 
moiroloi but also to know who mourned, at 
whose klama, what was precisely said in  

the laments, what were the general 
performative dynamics of the event. In 
listening to the tapes they engaged in pro-
cedures of historical reconstruction that 
reveal the extent to which the moiroloi as 
discourse, the klama as social event, and 
the chorus as a body of re cord keepers were 
all linked into a coherent medium for the 
dissemination and circulation of signs be-
yond the space and time of death. 

The day I met a well-known mourner, 
often referred to as record keeper, I was 
walking in the street with a relative. She 
immediately noticed my tape recorder and 
camera case. When my relative explained 
I was collecting stories and laments, she 
declared she was very busy and pointed 
with her body to the direction of her tower. 
Ready to walk away, she asked who I was. 
When she heard the kinship connection she 
turned her body again to face me, 
"Thodoros's granddaughter?! Our own 
child, that is!" 

We sat in the middle ofher old, spacious 
tower, just the two of us, in the cool empty 
space, far away from the small door, the 
only source of daylight. She treated me to 
a candy and said, "Since you are one of our 
own, I'll tell you a couple of mourning 
songs I like, provided of course that you 
will accompany me." I felt my hands freeze 
as she left me no space to react. She started 
by alternating between prose and poetry to 
give me a moiroloi and its context. As she 
continued mourning quietly, she stared at 
me with piercing eyes till my lips moved. 
I was humming along, at first with each 
verse's last syllable, then the whole verse as 
her head and body movements encouraged 
me to follow. The more I entered her 
rhythm, her mourning intensified. With 
pain in her face and eyes, she turned at key 
moments of her moiroloi to seek my nod-
ding, my voice, leading me to taste her pain 
till I burst into tears. 

From chapter 8: Women and Priests, 
Voice and Text 

Procession and Burial 

An elderly woman recollects: "When the 
priest enters, the mourning stops. It begins 
again when they [relatives] take the dead 
out, walking towards the cemetery. Espe-
cially when the dead is young, it is a frenzy. 
Those days they were carried by hand, on 
foot. Now they are put in a car and off it 
goes quickly, quickly. The funeral must  

take place while the sun is not yet set. It is 
not proper to bury one after sunset. Once 
upon a time, there were children, ten to 
twelve years old, with three banners, a 
lamp, a cross, and they were leading the 
procession with the priests and coffin and 
all the people following. Many priests. 
Now, one priest is plenty. My mother died 
and there were twelve priests from the 
whole area. Things are changing now, 
things have changed a lot... They would 
place a sack filled with straw on the one 
side [of a mule or donkey] and one sack on 
the other side and the dead on top, in the 
middle. And they would pass the dead 
through the villages. You know, this is 
more dramatic. I remember in 1934, my 
husband's first cousin—he was a lawyer—
died in Serres [Central Greece.] There 
were no cars those days, and they took him 
to Kalamata [Southern Greece] and from 
Kalamata on a boat to Trahila [village in 
Inner Mani] and from there tied him on the 
mule and brought him here to his parents. 
There was some crowd of people! Popula-
tions! [accompanying the procession] ... 

The old Maniat women, especially those 
who had only one child [buried in the 
cemetery], were passing the night in the 
cemetery! They would grab their bed-
clothes and go to the grave of their child. If 
God was raining, they were covering the 
grave for the water not to get in. This was 
done for as long as one could last [physi-
cally and emotionally]. I judge from my-
self.... I was four times a day in Anastasi. 
[cemetery in Pireaus]. Now I have no more 
strength. I don't go at all. The long lapse of 
time and the fatigue [pause] bring silence. 
You have no longer the strength to beat 
yourself. Back then? 1 used to lock my 
door and let no one inside. I stopped [ev-
eryday activity] whenever I pleased. Now? 
Do 1 have the strength to do these things?" 

The processions ofthe dead from xenitia 
to the natal household, from household to 
church, or from church to burial are known 
as pombi or parata. The pombi to house-
hold and to church carries the image of kin 
support, numbers, and strength—what the 
mourners refer to as "appearance". The 
procession of the corpse from xenitia to the 
natal household constitutes a reunification. 
On the contrary, the removal of the corpse 
from the household to the church and/ or 
from the church to the cemetery is under-
stood by the women as extreme separation. 
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Mourning reaches its peak with the "last 
separation", the burial of the corpse. The 
procession of the corpse to the cemetery is 
the dead's embarkation. It is a movement 
from inside to outside, from church to road. 
It is here that the polyphony of klama, of 
feminine discourse, reappears. Traversing 
that road which ends in the graveyard is 
stepping out of institutional order (church 
and social hierarchy). The spatial move-
ment from church to road is paralleled by 
the acoustic movement from monophony 
(the priest's discourse) to polyphony 
(women's discourse) and from male domi-
nation to male/female contestation. 

Although the pombi exhibits all the 
trappings of church ritual with its banners, 
icons, flowers, and priestly procession, the 
discipline of the church asserted with the 
entry of the priest into klama cannot be 
maintained on the road during the proces-
sion to the cemetery . Currently, the desire 
of the priest and men to "finish" this pro-
cession and the burial with minimal female 
intrusion is aided and abetted by the auto-
mobile, which now often carries corpse 
and mourners from church to cemetery. 
The corpse is usually taken by truck while 
the mourners follow separately in private 
cars. The automobile plays a central role in 
the desymbolization of social space in 
rural society. The car empties the road of 
its traditional semantic content and sym-
bolic associations. It reinforces an exclu-
sively instrumental value of the road. 

Yet, despite the intervention of the car, 
symbolic space returns in the graveyard. A 
black mass of moiroloyistres form a dis-
tinct, chromatic-spatial unit around the 
grave, leaving the men and children on the 
peripheries of the site. Their congealed 
blackness contrasts with the diversity of 
colors worn by men, children, and urban-
ized relatives, both male and female. The 
residual opposition and tension between 
kidhia and klama, which began to reappear 
at the departure from the church, becomes 
explicit and formal at the grave site. The 
two forms of ritualization collide and their 
inherent dissonance is foregrounded. There 
can be no illusion at this point that the 
performative shift from kidhia to klama, or 
the superimposition of one upon the other, 
is an inbuilt, ordered sequence in which the 
two ceremonies are meant to complement 
and morally reinforce each other. Rather, 
at the grave site two distinct rites occur: the  

rite of the priest and that of the women. 
The grave is dug on an east-west axis 

with the head facing west. The priest briefly, 
performs his "last blessing" of the dead. 
During this liturgy, the coffin is lowered 
into the grave. At this moment, the klama 
reaches another peak. What takes place is 
almost an acoustic struggle that often bor-
ders on discursive warfare between priest 
and women mourners. The entry of the 
coffin into the grave signifies the "last 
sight" of the dead person, the "last separa-
tion." Strands of the women's hair are 
thrown into the grave, together with dirt 
and pebbles, as the expression of pain 
reaches its most dramatic moment. As the 
dead disappears from sight, the polyphony 
of the klama is amplified by a spatial 
polyphony or dispersal. The edges of the 
black cluster of moiroloyistres (mourners) 
slowly break up and spread outward in 
dark streams towards other graves in the 
cemetery. At the same time, the priest and 
the rest of the men and visitors move 
towards the exit. Usually, at the gate of the 
cemetery, the immediate relatives offer 
food to the participants, as the latter greet 
them and pay their respects. The food 
offered is fish soup and/or bread, which 
was in the past dipped into a dish of oil, 
cheese, or—as Maniat women would say—
"the best one can afford." 

In the meantime, the black ribbon of 
women has dispersed into tiny clusters and 
scattered figures throughout the cemetery. 
In some spots, there are two or three women 
standing by a single grave, while in other 
spots solitary figures tend individual graves. 
The cemetery echoes with mourning. When 
the mourners eventually begin to depart in 
groups, there is always a single figure 
lingering behind; she has the most recent 
death. 

Many of these women have not seen 
each other for quite some time, for they 
either live in separate villages or have 
traveled to the ceremony from urban cen-
ters. The presence of the collectivity of the 
dead in the surrounding graves informs 
these reunions with the sensibility of shared 
substance and communal ponos (pain). 
This is a reunion of the women over their 
dead. Their meeting is affectionate: they 
stand or walk embracing each other, chat-
ting with their faces almost touching, often 
whispering in intimacy. The cemetery be-
gins to function as a cognitive map. The  

women will read the graves for the news of 
who has died, when and how, who tends 
the grave and how well it is tended. The 
state of the grave "talks" about the moral 
condition of the living kin and/or the dead. 
This reading of the grave is organized by 
the ethics of kin support, care and tending. 
The abandoned grave, the grave that is not 
properly washed clean, with its wick lit, its 
flowers fresh, is equivalent to the aban-
doned house. It constitutes an exposure of 
the inside to the outside and because of the 
lack of kin "appearance" it is a sign of the 
naked and silent death. 

In or outside the mourning ceremony, 
women talk to their dead. Conceptions of 
the domain ofthe dead are rather vague; the 
underworld is unknown. It is a negative 
space, one of lack and absence. That is why 
the women's talk to the dead takes the form 
of ironic and challenging riddles. The riddle 
encodes the unanswerable aspects of the 
other world. The riddle as a question with-
out an answer becomes an antiphonic genre. 
It encodes the dialectic of language and 
silence which itself stands for the separa-
tion of the living from the dead. The riddle 
is an appropriately polysemic language for 
the liminal space of the graveyard. 

I came to the graveyard with one of my 
informants. The moment we passed through 
the gate her expression and her pace 
changed. She held my arm. We were com-
ing as a group, a sidrofia, united by the 
topos of death . We moved slowly and 
stood by the grave. She held my arm as she 
talked to the dead: "Hello mother, I brought 
you Constantine. She is here to see you. 
Say hello to her!" After a moment's silence: 
"Are you going to be rude to her? You won't 
say hello?! And she came from far away to 
see you. You know how far!" Her dis-
course, ironically organized around the 
polysemic imagery of xenitia, made the 
ground fall from under me. Like a mourn-
ing song, her statements were directed not 
only at the dead, but also at the living 
witness. Her reference to my own xenitia, 
my long journey back to greet the dead as 
an expression of kin solidarity, was also 
pointing to the fact that she knew well how 
far I had gone. In the "foreign land" normal 
social conventions are no longer practiced, 
people are rude; like the dead, they do not 
respond. 
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Fiction By JOHN DANAKAS 

Almost every night now, after my wife, 
Linda, has gone to bed, I stay up and listen 
to the records. 

I play them at a low volume on the 
stereo in the living room, and crouch down 
next to the speaker to listen carefully. The 
carpet warms me, and the only light is the 
greenish glow from the stereo console. I 
play one record after another, randomly, 
lifting and lowering the stylus arm auto-
matically. The music flows in a steady 
stream. I snap my fingers gently along with 
the beat, repeat refrains, nod my head with 
appreciation at a particularly telling cou-
pletor thrilling instrumental break. I lose 
track of time. Often, I don't get to bed until 
past two in the morning, when the night 
outside the living room window is a cold, 
rarefied black. 

The records belong to my mother. There 
must be at least sixty '45s, all Greek popu-
lar music from the fifties and sixties, what 
Greeks refer to as Laiki mousiki. 

I found the records in the dusty card-
board boxes left in our basement by my 
parents last month. Now that my father is 
retired, they've left on a lengthy trip back 
to their home village in Greece. They sold 
the house they've lived in for the past 
twenty-three years, where my sister Effi 
and I were for the most part raised, and say 
they're not sure when they'll return to 
Winnipeg. My parents have dreamed ever 
since they emigrated to Canada over thirty 
years ago of this return trip to Greece, but 
I still wonder how long they'll last there, 
considering that they've left behind one 
grandchild that's only two years old — my 
sister's baby daughter Stella — and one 
that's on the way — Linda is six months 
pregnant. 

While I was growing up, my mother 
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RECORDS 
used to play these records almost con-
stantly as she went about her routine of 
after-work chores. But I can't remember 
ever paying any real attention to them. I do 
remember that sometimes my mother 
would remark impulsively to my sister or 
me about a lyric she'd found particularly 
penetrating in its truth, and when we just 
stared back at her with blank faces, she'd 
shake her head up and down disgustedly 
and push out her lower lip, and say, in 
Greek, something like, "How can I expect 
children born in such a cold country to 
understand matters of such passion and 
substance?" 

When I discovered the records last week, 
packaged in a battered, clothcovered record 
case, the kind with a silvery metal snap that 
clicks shut, I decided to bring one of them 
upstairs to check how it sounded, more out 
of a technical curiosity than anything else. 
I found that record oddly interesting. I 
brought the rest upstairs and started play-
ing them, and couldn't stop. 

The jangly, Eastern rhythms of the 
bouzouki chords, the mournful sounds of 
the accordion, the shamelessly sentimen-
tal lyrics, sung by mature, fullvoiced male 
and female voices, all appealed to me 
suddenly. As much as I'd mocked or ig-
nored them when I was younger, I had to 
admit that these were wonderful, well-
crafted songs, as meaningful to me in their 
own way as the American pop songs of my 
teenaged years. The music is exciting, 
vibrant, the instrumentation polished and 
sharp, the lyrics, for the most part, clever 
and poignant. The singers belt out their 
vocals with overpowering conviction. The 
music mesmerizes me. 

I play these records late at night as 
Linda sleeps soundlessly in the bedroom, 
and they seem remarkably familiar to me. 
I memorize refrains instantly, predict with 
accuracy the winding course ofthe bouzouki 
chords. 

The playing of the records has become 
for me a private, cherished nightly ritual. 

*** 

The labels on the records vary in color. 
Black, blue, mauve, turquoise, green. The 
company names arch across the top of the 
record labels, printed in bold, streamlined 
letters: Parlophone, Nina, Oskar, Fidelity, 
Popular, Olympic, Apollon, Atlas. They 
suggest some sort of strange new hybrid of 
the mythologies of Ancient Greece and 
Hollywood. Below and to one side of the 
company names, the company insignias: 
an Oscar statuette, a line drawing of a 
naked Adonis, a miniature globe, a rooster, 
a spray of stars, a lighthouse. On the lower 
end of the labels, tiny Greek and English 
letters are crammed together in uneven 
lines, giving the names of the singer, the 
songwriter, some of the musicians. In even 
smaller letters, curved across the bottom of 
the labels, runs the copyright information. 

*** 

Afew of the records still retain the plas-
tic insert that snaps into place in their 
doughnut holes so that they can fit properly 
over the turntable spindle. These inserts 
look like flattened, dried-out roses. 
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On one record, obviously sent to my 
mother by a girlfriend in Greece, there's a 
small, yellowed scrap of paper scotch-
taped carelessly over the top of the label. 
The record is Enan Andra Agapisa,(One 
Man I've Loved), and the note on the scrap 
of paper reads: "To my confidante, Nitsa. 

I'll always remember. Loula." The mes-
sage must mean something, but what, I can 
only guess. 

Ifeel as if I've happened upon a lost 
treasure, whose worth I'm only beginning 
to comprehend. Each time I drop the needle 
on the thick black vinyl, my body coils  

with restless anticipation. The sound of the 
needle crackling through time over the 
worn lead-in grooves thrills me. 

Afew months ago, my mother, prodded 
by Linda to recount for us more about her 
childhood in Greece, mentioned a song 
from those years that she recalled with 



particular affection, and the title now sud-
denly pops into my head:Synefiasmeni 
Kyriaki,Cloudy Sunday. 

My mother told us that when she was 
twelve years old, just after the war had 
ended, the song was a huge success all I 
over Greece. One day a gypsy man wan-
dered through the village, singing 
Synefiasmeni Kyriaki, accompanied by his 
mandolin, for anyone who'd toss him one 
drachma. When he came to my mother's 
house, where she was alone, she tossed him 
a onedrachma coin and listened to his song. 
She was so moved by the words and music 
that she stole inside the house for more 
money. She tossed him another coin and 
listened to the song again. She couldn't get 
enough. She had to let the gypsy man go 
when she finally ran out of coins. By then, 
she'd listened to the song six times. 

I search my mother's collection of 
records frantically now, and sure enough I 
find Synefiasmeni Kyriaki; the title printed 
on the blue label ofthe record in dull silver 
letters, the artist's name, Vassilis Tsitsanis, 
underneath in smaller letters. I set the 
record carefully onto the turntable. 

It's a slow, truly hypnotic song, the 
singer's voice nasal with misery, bemoan-
ing the cloudy skies that remind him of the 
day he lost his lover. 

I listen closely to the naked sorrow of 
the words Cloudy Sunday, Sunday, you 
make my heart bleed, bleed so." 

I try to imagine my mother at twelve. I 
see a thin but not at all frail girl, with  

sinewy arms and legs. Her hair is pulled 
back in a braided ponytail. Her eyes, round 
and dark, fill her face. She looks like Effi 
at the same age, only the face seems more 
hardened, the eyes sharper, steelier. 
Scabbed knees show beneath a simple 
canvas skirt. Bruises discolor her thighs 
and her hands are clay-red from playing in 
the dirt. She's a tomboy, scrapping with 
boys her age and older, roaming for long 
hours the thistle-choked mountain paths 
above her home (when she's older, in 
Canada, she'll learn to toss a football in a 
perfect spiral and play long hours of catch 
with me on the green grass of the back 
lawn). 

She knows nothing of Canada yet, prob-
ably could not even dream of the life that 
lies ahead of her. The only time she's seen 
snow is in January the year before when a 
bus from Athens drove into the village with 
a thin, wet, grayish layer capping its roof. 
She climbed the bus with other boys and 
girls and mushed and tossed and ate the 
snow eagerly, as it melted around them. 

On this particular day, I imagine, she's 
alone in the house reading from a school-
book, sitting on a straw-thatched short 
stool in the hearth next to the fire place, a 
slice of coarse stone ground bread topped 
with honey in one hand, a stubby pencil in 
the other, and she hears these plaintive 
chords played on a mandolin, and she 
rushes outside to be nearer them, and this 
song, this Synefiasmeni Kyriaki, with its 
sad melody and bleak words of a black sky  

reminding a man of his black heart, sung by 
this swarthy gypsy, somehow touches her, 
stills the day for her into one crystalline 
moment, and she stands and listens to the 
song, entranced. 

What suffering has this twelve-year-old 
girl endured, what misery has she wit-
nessed, perhaps during the war, what of 
love does she fathom at such a tender age, 
in order to comprehend the heartache of 
that gypsy man's songs? 

I play Synefiasmeni Kyriaki, over and 
over again, my gaze glued to the endless 
rings of black vinyl, searching for the 
answers to those questions. 

*** 

So many Greek parties from my child-
hood, I recall now, ended with the playing 
of Synefiasmeni Kyriaki. The dance floor 
would clear, and only a few of the older 
men and one or two of the bolder women 
would venture out, almost reluctantly, as if 
hypnotized by the sheer pull of the plain-
tive bouzouki chords, to dance the 
zembekiko, one of the only Greek dances 
performed alone. 

They'd take a few hesitant steps, wait-
ing for the music to take full control over 
their bodies. When that moment hit, they'd 
spin back on their heels and snap their 
fingers and throw their heads back, resign-
ing totally to the will of the bouzouki. 

The rest of the crowd would press 
around the dance floor and urge the danc-
ers on, the ones in the front row leaning 
down on one knee and clapping their hands 
in a steady rhythm. The dancers, though, 
would be oblivious to the crowd, and even 
to the other dancers around them. They'd 
simply twist, coil, contort, around their 
own private space, their eyes closed, their 
arms thrown out, struggling, with varying 
degrees of success, to keep their balance. 
Their bodies would move in time with the 
bouzouki, and each dancer appeared in his 
own way to be shedding himself of his 
life's accumulated pain. 

Often, the dancer would choose some 
object — a glass of wine, a twenty-dollar 
bill, a string of worry beads — and throw 
it on the ground in front of him, dancing 
around the object and over it, even step-
ping on it, as if it were his focal point, as if 
the object held a symbolic meaning for 
him, as if he were trying to exorcise him-
self of the power the object held over him. 
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I remember that by the time the closing 
zembekiko would begin, all of the boys at 
the party would be off horsing around in 
some corner or in the hallway. We hated 
the Greek parties, the dull, patriotic 
speeches, the boring circle dances. We 
made our own fun, pulling off our ties, 
messing up our Sunday clothing. But then, 
always, as the party came to its end, one of 
us would shout, "Hey, they've started danc-
ing the zembekiko " and we'd all rush back 
to the dance floor to see these men and 
women we knew as mothers and fathers, 
uncles and aunts, performing unabashedly 
in this unconstrained spectacle. We'd stand 
on chairs to get a better view of the dance 
floor, which seemed like a ring with a 
number of spinning tops positioned over it. 
We'd exchange awed looks with one an-
other, our eyes wide with fascination. 

I have seen a man dance the zembekiko 
if he were Christ crucified, shoulders 
hunched forward, arms out at the sides and 
hanging down, another took short, care-
fully defined steps, as if the dance were 
some sort of precise geometrical problem 
to be worked out by the feet; another be-
came almost effeminate, as if the song 
were an expression of his feminine self. 

My mother didn't always dance the 
zembekiko; sometimes, I suppose, the mood 
simply did not overtake her. But when she 
was moved to step out onto the dance floor, 
she'd seem to me, entirely transformed, at 
once alluring and frightening. Her eyes 
would close to mere slits, her mouth would 
open wide, showing her white, even teeth. 
She'd take tiny, delicate steps, and then 
suddenly lift a leg and swing it up and 
around her opposite leg in a sweeping arch. 
She'd teeter down, balanced on one leg, and 
slap the floor with one hand, then hop up 
and clap both hands. Watching my mother 
dance the zembekiko, I often remember 
feeling, more and more sharply as I grew 
older, that I didn't really know her; there 
were parts of her that were hidden from me, 
that I might never see. 

*** 

Icy, blue moonlight filters into the liv-
ing room. The branches of the trees in the 
back yard appear in the view between the 
window frame to form a pattern of inter-
locking hands. Thick snowflakes float white 
and glistening in the still air. 

I play the records. 

Without Shame or Pain. Goddamn My 
Luck. A Lighted Match. Why Should I 
Suffer? The Trains That Left. Trust Me. I 
Want To Die. A Few Crumbs of Love. 
With Sweat and Blood. My Hair Turned 
Gray. Even If My Heart Were Made of 
Steel. I Played, I Lost, and I'll Pay. The 
Passport. When Night Falls in a Foreign 
Land. 

Each record must be, I believe, some-
how, a page from my mother's past; if not 
in fact, then in essence. I listen closely. 

The thought strikes me, absurdly but 
plainly obvious, that these records of my 
mother's, that this Greek laiki mousiki 
shares much with soul music of the late 
sixties, or, more particularly, with what's 
often termed "country soul." Perhaps it's 
the late hour, perhaps my half-dreaming 
state, but I swear that I hear something of 
the masculine sensitivity of Otis Redding 
in the songs of Stelios Kazantzidis, some-
thing of the hard-knock wisdom of Solomon 
Burke, in Grigoris Bithikotsis. 

As for the female singers on these 
records, they sound seductive, knowing, 
ribald, in the manner of Aretha Franklin or 
Irma Thomas. They're women a man can 
confess a secret to, women a man becomes 
friends with and falls in love with, at the 
same time. They can be hurt, but they know 
how to survive. 

Most of my mother's records feature 
these female singers. I read their names 
now from the record labels: Poly Panou, 
Sotiria Be llou, Yota Lidia, Marine Ila, Ketti 
Grey, Eleni Vitalli, Mary Linda. Enticing, 
charming, obviously invented names that 
must have meant so much to my mother. 

I can't put a face to any single name. But 
in my mind's eye I can see clearly now the 
idea of the Greek female singer, recalled 
from the dozens of Greek movies my 
mother forced me and Effi to endure with 
her in the church basement Sunday after-
noons. I see a full-figured, darkly sultry 
woman of about thirty-five sheathed in a 
sleeveless dress of glittering sequins. Her 
bare arms bounce with the snaking beat, 
her hips sway gently. In one hand she is 
holding a microphone, with the other she 
shakes a tambourine. A stray strand of 
black hair flaps over her mascaraed eyes 
from beneath a shiny bouffant. She is 
seated on a wooden stool, sandwiched 
somewhat uncomfortably between the 
bouzouki player and the accordionist, who  

strike casual poses with a dangling ciga-
rette in their mouths and heavy-lidded 
eyes. Occasionally, she rises spontane-
ously to clap the tambourine, and when she 
does, she turns to her side and exchanges 
some sort of knowing glance with the 
bouzouki player (about what: music? love? 
money? sex?). 

I see these women and I hear their 
voices, and I wonder what my mother has 
in common with them, how many of her 
private dreams they were able to give 
expression to. They sing of cheating hus-
bands, promised lovers in America who 
have forget them, fathers who have dis-
owned them, for falling in love with the 
wrong man, broken hearts and broken 
homes, love and death. How much of what 
I don't know about my mother, can these 
records tell me? 

*** 

In the short span of a single beat that 
somehow manages to stretch back over 
decades, I see myself suddenly at three, 
maybe four years old. We live in a cramped 
apartment on Qu' Appelle Avenue, in a 
block packed with Greeks. Weekdays, 
while my mother works at the glove fac-
tory in the garment district and Effi goes to 
school, my father takes care of me. He 
works at night, tending bar in a downtown 
hotel. He lets me watch television or takes 
me with him when he drives around town 
on errands. When my mother comes home, 
I cling to her. She asks me who I'm going 
to marry when I grow up and I say shyly, 
"You." She laughs and draws me to her 
warm chest, touches my hair. Saturdays, 
my father works cleaning an office build-
ing downtown and my mother stays home 
with Effi and me. When I wake up in the 
morning, I pad to my parents' room and 
slip into the bed beside my mother. Her 
black hair is matted across her forehead. 
Her bare arms are waffled red where she 
has slept on them. Her skin is hot, musky. 
I can smell her femaleness. I snuggle closer 
to her, my tiny body sinking into the curve 
of the mattress. The bed swallows me. I 
wait excitedly for her to wrap her arm 
around me, but I try not to wake her, 
cherishing the most of those few moments 
before my mother actually realizes I'm in 
bed with her. 

When I do wrong, my mother scolds 
me. She shouts at me in Greek or whacks 
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my bottom with the wooden spoon she 
hides in a kitchen drawer. I never cry. 
Sometimes, though, when I haven't lis-
tened to her, I have betrayed her in some 
way, she'll look into my eyes and start 
singing in Greek, a song I hear her playing 
often on her tiny enamel record player. Her 
voice is strong, sharp with accusation. 
"Pseftiki Agape" she sings, "lying love." I 
start crying, wailing. No matter how many 
times my mother sings that song to me, the 
words tear at my heart. I plead with her to 
stop. I promise never again to hurt her. She 
embraces me anxiously and forgives me. 

Next, we're in our house on Birch Street, 
and my mother is teaching Effi to dance. 
Effi is thirteen, I'm ten. Effi wears bell-
bottom jeans and turtleneck sweaters with 
long grooves running down them. The 
curved brass record holder next to my 
mother's record player now holds Effi's 
records as well as my mother's: a brownish 
purple Partridge Family LP that opens like 
an actual photo album, a K-Tel greatest 
hits collection with comic striplike bubbles 
encasing the titles, assorted '45s. I watch 
them hold hands and dance in circles, and 
laugh and point out Effi's mistakes. My 
mother moves gracefully, with delicate but 
confident steps. Often, she'll perform a 
sudden, brief spin, her skirt billowing in 
the air, and then she'll flow right back into 
the proper steps. Effi keeps her eyes on my 
mother's feet and loses track of her own 
steps. My mother urges heron, waving the 
mantili (handkerchief), she holds in her 
right hand into the air in occasional flour-
ishes. Effi giggles at herself trying to move 
with the beat of the music. 

Later, we're at a Greek party in the 
church basement. My parents rise from the 
table eagerly to join a circle of dancers. 
They take Effi with them. I'm sitting with 
a group of boys, trading jokes, replaying 
scene by scene last night's Chiller Thriller 
on TV. The circle of dancers, one of sev-
eral such circles, some even interlocking, 
is a bright, colorful carousel, passing by me 
in blurred waves. My mother is in front, in 
the lead position, flying on her feet, with 
Effi beside her. My mother beams at Effi, 
passes the mantili to her and lets her move 
into the front. Effi slides around my mother 
and begins to lead the dance. I envy her 
smooth steps. The men and women in the 
circle urge her on: "Opa!", "Yassou Effi!" 
She keeps the beat, assaying a few spins of  

her own. The white mantili flashes over her 
long, straight black hair. 

My mother searches me out from the 
crowd, and wags her hand at me to get up 
and join the dance. I look out at the circle 
and it scares me somehow. I shake my head 
no. My mother, pushed ahead by the crush 
of the moving circle of people, keeps wag-
ging. The boys around me make a face, all 
night we've seen somebody's mother do-
ing the exact same thing. Only the sissies 
have given in and been pulled out onto the 
dance floor. My mother breaks loose from 
the circle and marches towards me. I cringe. 
In a flurry of Greek she asks me to come up 
and dance just this one song. "No way," I 
say, in English. She pouts at me and stomps 
back to the dance floor. I roll my eyes so the 
other boys can see them. Then, my gaze 
returns to the circle of dancers. I don't 
know what to make of the fact that part of 
me yearns to break that circle, wishes I 
could cut in and jump out in front and kick 
my feet and snap my fingers and slap my 
heel with my fingertips the way the younger 
fathers do. I stare at the dancers until one 
of the other boys suggests we explore the 
church upstairs. 

*** 

When I'm fourteen, I decide I want to 
learn Greek dances. Effi's too busy sneak-
ing out with her boyfriend at nights, on the 
pretense of studying with girlfriends for 
high school exams. My mother's just quit 
working at the glove factory, and finds 
herself with a lot of free time on her hands. 
She strolls the department stores down-
town with friends all day. Twice a week 
she takes an English course at a local 
community centre. She says she wants to 
finally learn to speak, read and write En-
glish properly. I offer to help her with her 
homework if she'll teach me to dance. She 
accepts eagerly. 

We keep the record player in the base-
ment, which is finished in dark plywood. A 
bar is set into one corner, its front end 
slanted slightly inward with strips of wood 
painted alternatingly red and black run-
ning down its length. An imitation brick 
fire lace, with a simulated log fire center-
ing the inner hearth, is set into the opposite 
corner. The room is carpeted except for a 
small square that is covered in linoleum, 
where my parents and their friends dance 
whenever they gather here. My mother  

tries to teach me to dance on this square. 
I want to learn to dance because at a 

recent church party I noticed the admiring 
glances from the girls in the crowd won by 
a black-mustached young man newly ar-
rived from Greece, who twirled and leapt 
at the front of the dance circles with the 
strength and grace of a gymnast. 

My mother brings a dishtowel down-
stairs from the kitchen, and says we'll use 
it as a mantili. She shuffles through her 
collection of records and tries to pick out 
the songs that are easiest to dance to. She 
wants to teach me the kalamatiano, the 
most common dance, lively and fast. When 
she's picked out a few records, she sets 
them up over the turntable and steps to my 
right, the dishtowel between us. 

When the music begins, I follow my 
mother's feet closely. The steps don't make 
any sense to me. My feet are clumsy and 
unsure of themselves. Dressed in a flannel 
housecoat, her feet bare, my mother moves 
freely, easily, in sync with the rhythm of 
the music, and this only frustrates me 
more. Her shiny black hair, tied in a loose 
bun, bobs at the back of her neck. Her dark 
eyes gleam. She loses herself in the music 
and breaks off from me, swaying her hips 
to the beat of the tambour drum, holding 
the dishtowel high above her head and 
tugging with both hands at alternating 
ends. 

We start again, my mother slowing 
down this time, controlling herself. She 
coaches me carefully, step by step, and 
then lets me run through the whole dance 
myself. But many of the movements, I 
realize, are openly sexual, and I'm embar-
rassed to perform them in front of her. My 
body feels tight, stiff. The music is an 
incessant din in my ears, a jumble of tinny 
instruments. The voices, singing mostly of 
dissolved love affairs, seem strident, ex-
cessively dramatic. The beat of the songs 
eludes me. 

We try again on a few other occasions, 
and then in a few weeks I finally give up on 
our lessons, having actually learned very 
little. At about the same time, my mother 
puts away for good the little notebooks 
she'd bought at Woolco and filled with her 
strange, curlicued English letters. She says 
she's too old to learn English. 

*** 

In my last year of university, I meet 
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Linda. She's the editor of the entertain-
ment department of the school paper, and 
I write movie reviews for her. Every Tues-
day night I rush her my article, written at 
home (I still live with my parents) on the 
electric typewriter my father bought Effie 
in eleventh grade. We cram together into 
the computer room and pore over the proofs 
together. I'm fascinated by her mechanical 
skills, her knowledge of newspaper terms, 
her enthusiasm. I stand tensely behind her 
curved back, its ridges visible through her 
blouse, as she edits my copy. I urge her to 
show no mercy. Her right hand moves the 
computer mouse deftly, quickly, and she 
types in changes without even looking at 
her fingers flying over the keyboard. I see 
her smiling at certain passages, and try to 
imagine exactly what she's thinking. Later, 
the actual pages in front of her, she pieces 
together her section of the paper, slicing 
out typos with an exacto knife, pasting 
headlines over articles, sizing photos to 
properly fit holes. 

We start going together to movies, and 
then take long walks in the winter streets 
passionately discussing them. Linda wears 
tight, worn blue Jeans and a short brown 
corduroy jacket. Her chestnut hair falls 
loose over her shoulders. When we leave 
the theatre, she shudders from the cold, 
then blows hot breaths into her hands. 
Eventually, I look more forward to the 
walks afterwards than I do to the movies. 
As much as I try to measure my words, I end 
up losing myself in a flood of language, 
amusing Linda, surprising even myself with 
the things I say. We continue talking and 
laughing, oblivious to the freezing tem-
peratures. Our words and laughter turn to 
puffs of fog in the dense, cold air 

Before long, we fall in love. I drive 
across town in my Acadian to pick Linda up 
in the morning, before class, and I don't get 
home usually until well after midnight, 
dropping her off reluctantly, after at least 
an hour of fumbling, groping, petting, in-
side the car, parked behind her parents' 
garage. My parents complain that I'm spend-
ing too much time with Linda, that my 
studies are going to suffer; I know that 
what's bothering them most is that Linda's 
not Greek. I start missing family dinners 
and functions because I'm out with Linda, 
and tell my parents I'm studying at the 
university or out with friends. I never bring 
Linda home so they don't realize how  

serious I am about her. I don't want the 
hassle. 

One night, after Linda and I have seen 
Birdy at the Capitol and parked the car in 
a back lane near her house, losing track of 
time, I drive home frantically. It's almost 
three in the morning. I have an exam in six 
hours. Before I pull into our driveway, I 
turn off the headlights. I make sure to ease 
the door shut quietly as I leave the car. I 
don't want to wake my parents up; I don't 
want them to notice the late hour I'm 
coming home. 

When I step inside the house, I hear, 
right away, a low murmur from the televi-
sion in the family room. I figure my father's 
fallen asleep on the couch. He'll stay up 
late sometimes to watch old westerns. I 
take off my coat and hang it up carefully, 
then step into the living room to turn off the 
television. 

I start. My mother's lying on the couch, 
her face pale, dark rings around her eyes 
from sleepiness. A short cotton blanket, 
with a red and green plaid pattern, is pulled 
on top of her. Her shins and feet exposed. 
She sits up as soon as I enter the room and 
turns her head to me, a look of accusation 
drawing her face into a sharp scowl. 

"It's a little late, isn't it?" she says to 
me, in Greek. 

I ignore her. Colors from the television 
set flicker in the darkness, reflect in the 
glass door that leads out to the patio. I make 
a face, roll my eyes. "Good night," I say, 
and head upstairs to my bedroom. 

"Where do you think you're going?" 
I step back and face my mother. Age 

shows in the crow's feet wrinkling on the 
skin below her neck, where her nightgown 
is open. Her hair is dyed dark brown now 
and she has it cut short. I don't look at her 
eyes. 

"Come on, get to bed," I tell her, in 
Greek. "I don't know what you're doing. 
You're obviously sleepy." 

"Every night, one, two, three o'clock, 
you come home." She shakes her head up 
and down, sniffs at me. "Bravo, bravo, 
you're some student. More interested in 
that girl than in your studies." 

"Good night." 
"You're going to get into trouble." Her 

voice is harsh, mean. "You're not smart, 
you fall in love too easy." 

"What's wrong with falling in love?" 
"Love." She laughs, coldly. "You have 

to be careful, you have to know what 
you're doing." 

"I do." 
"No you don't. She's not Greek, she's 

a kseni. "Kseni" literally, means foreigner, 
stranger. It's what Greek immigrants -
ironically, I've always thought — call 
Canadians. 

"So?" 
"So? So you're Greek. Just be careful 

you don't marry her." 
"Please." 
"I used to worry about your your sister, 

but Effi finally smartened up and married 
a Greek boy. You think I can forget the 
three years she went With Roger. Every 
night: 'I love Roger, I love Roger.' Then, 
you saw what happened? One day she 
didn't love Roger anymore." 

"That was Effi ." 
"You — I don't know why — I never 

worried about. Now, I think you're worse 
than Effi was." 

"Mama, when you came to Canada, did 
you really expect your children would 
marry Greeks? Didn't you think maybe 
you'd have to give some things up when 
you came here? If you think about it, it's 
your own fault. You and Baba, could have 
stayed in Greece, you know?" 

I don't want to hurt her, but I feel the 
need to explain myself. I long for her to 
understand. A part of me wishes I could 
bring Linda here and the three of us could 
sit and talk freely and easily the way we do 
with Linda's mother at her house. 

"You think you know everything, that 
your books tell you everything." She's 
marched up to the staircase, her arm lean-
ing against the handrail. Her dark eyes are 
fiery. "I know some things, too. I know 
how the ksenes are. I know how quick they 
are to go to bed with a man. Go, go to bed 
with them. I can't blame you, you're a 
man. But don't lose your mind." 

"Get to sleep," I say. "You're tired." 
My mother pulls her nightgown tighter 

around her neck and turns her back to me. 
I hear her mutter "Goodnight," as she 
stalks up the stairs. 

I'm left alone in the family room. The 
television screen has turned to crackling 
gray and white snow. I look at the room 
around me, at the pictures my mother has 
arranged almost haphazardly on the book-
case above the television. Effi's high school 
graduation photo, her face made up more 
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than usual, her smile warm and assured. 
My father's parents, posed in a barn, with 
a handwoven rug stretched behind them as 
a backdrop, the lines and shadows on their 
faces seem touched up by pencil, half 
drawing, half photograph. A family por-
trait, from when I was about four years old, 
my father behind Effi, my mother behind 
me. Her hands rest on my shoulders. I'm 
wearing a red checkered suit jacket and a 
Batman tie. My mother looks strong, 
unworried. 

I switch the television off. I lie down on 
the couch, and place a throw pillow behind 
my head. The cotton blanket is rumpled at 
my feet, and for a split second I consider 
leaving it there, as if using it soon after my 
mother has the way; I feel now about her; 
It would be a sort of personal betrayal. But 
I'm chilled and pull the blanket over me. 
It's still warm from my mother's body, and 
I'm surprised at how comforted I feel. 

As I fall asleep, I keep thinking how 
puzzling it is that my mother, who seems 
always to be listening to her romantic 
Greek records about hardfought loves, se-
cret trysts, and midnight elopements, can-
not understand, cannot somehow sympa-
thize with, my love for Linda. 

Kazantzidis. The song is dark and brood-
ing, seething with anguish. Stepping and 
turning and twisting over a spot in front of 
the stereo, my mind whirls with the music. 
A lonely violin wails. The tambour keeps 
the propulsive backbeat. The accordion 
calls out lamentingly and the bouzouki 
answers with a sharp barrage of notes, the 
two instruments seem to be responding to 
the cruel injustices expressed by the lyrics, 
but each instrument in its own way, the 
accordion resignedly, the bouzouki defi-
antly. Over this jangling blend of sounds, 
the rich, deep-toned voice of Kazantzidis, 
at once solemn as a church psalter's and 
earthy as a street hood's, stretches a vowel 
over several syllables, ending with a long, 
tortured "ah!", the "h" aspirated deep in 
the throat 

I dance. My teeth are biting my lower 
lip, my fingers are snapping. I step for-
ward, and then retreat, following the lead 
ofthe music, which encompasses, it seems, 
the breadth oflife, joy and sorrow, pain and 
endurance. 

My mind is focussed now almost exclu- 

sively on the bouzouki I listen as the first 
notes emerge almost sluggishly, as if 
plucked accidentally from the bouzoukl 
strings. They waft out into the open air like 
stray sparks from a calm fire. Then these 
notes build on themselves, venture a little 
further out, ignite. I can hear the notes issue 
forth from the bouzouki, now crisp and 
clear. But suddenly, it's as if the bouzouki 
itself wants to snatch back those notes from 
the air around it, to restore them within the 
wooden confines of its rounded belly, and 
it starts sending out other notes behind the 
earlier ones, sharper, more rapid notes this 
time, to catch up to the others, and bring 
them back. And when these rapid-fire notes 
catch the earlier ones, I can hear all the 
notes curl and turn back on themselves, in 
a blazing crescendo. Then, they return to 
the bouzouki in a steady stream, falling 
into an inevitable arrangement, a sort of 
aural reverse-image of their escape. When 
the notes are all finally back within the 
womb of the bouzouki, there's a brief, 
quick flourish, as if in jubilation, and then 
a sharp cut into silence. I dance. 

As the night sky outside the window 
gives way to the first yellow tracings of 
dawn, I play more records from my mother's 
collection. 

All these nights, as I've listened to the 
records, I've crouched down by the stereo 
or lain back with my hands wrapped be-
hind my head. But suddenly, unexplainably, 
I feel the urge to rise and dance. I find 
myself standing up, bending my shoulders 
forward, throwing out my arms and taking 
short, precise steps. 

I don't want to wake Linda up, but I 
can't stop, either. The music has truly 
filled my body with movement. I hear the 
bouzouki start tentatively, like a slow 
drizzle tapping on a windshield, and then 
build into a pounding squall, and I follow 
with arms, legs, shoulders and feet contort-
ing to match the piercing notes. I snicker at 
myself, at how utterly ridiculous what I'm 
doing is. But I continue. My eyes are 
closed, and my sense ofbalance falters, but 
somehow I feel every step I make is the 
right one. 

The record on the turntable is by Stelios 
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Dimitrios Trichopoulos, right, with his dear friend Taso Markatos, the Director of 
Instructional Computing at the Harvard School of Public Health. Dr. Trichopoulos 
first met Mr. Markatos in the 1980s while a Visiting Professor at the school and Mr. 

Markatos was a Data Analyst at the Department of Epidimiology. 
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By SOPHIA NIBI The New England Scene 

I recently interviewed Dr. Dimitrios 
Trichopoulos, Professor and Chairman of 
the Department of Epidimiology of the 
Harvard School of Public Health, about a 
conference he co-chaired on the health and 
benefits of the Mediterranean Diet. Ironi-
cally, while we were talking, I found my-
self thinking of McDonalds! ! ! Allow me to 
explain: Before I met with Dr. Trichopoulos 
I asked his secretary to provide me with his 
curriculum vitae which included the state-
ment, "not sent is a list of a total of 590 
publications." I quickly noted the impres-
sive number and mentioned it to Dr. 
Trichopoulos who, then, informed me that 
as of the date of the interview, the number 
of publications had risen to 620! And that 
reminded me of the times when I used to 
pay attention to the sign under the golden 
arches, ticking upwards ever so fast. Only 
this time, we were talking about scientific 
articles published throughout the world. 
Impressive, I would say. And if you meet 
Dr. Trichopoulos that's the word you will 
also use, impressive. 

Dimitrios Trichopoulos is a native of 
Volos, Greece a fact which I was also quick 
to note since my wonderful in-laws 
imigrated to the United States from Volos  

at the beginning of the century. I have had 
no reason to ever doubt the statement that 
"Voliotes are special and wonderful 
people" and meeting Dr. Trichopoulos 
certainly reinforced that belief! 

The 1993 International Conference on 
the Diets of the Mediterranean was at-
tended by 300 or so experts from a wide 
range of fields,who discussed and debated 
the health benefits of the Mediterranean 
fare. According to Dr. Trichopoulos, 
Greeks smoke more, exercise less, and 
spend far less on health care than people in 
the United States, yet they live longer on 
average. Among the reasons given for 
this are, diet; moderate consumption of 
wine; and lifestyle, such as the afternoon 
nap, the famous and often inconvenient to 
tourists European siesta! 

Olive oil is considered a "good fat" 
since it does not raise low-density lipopro-
teins (bad cholesterol) as do butter and 
some types of margarines. And, olive oil 
contains substantial amounts of vitamin E 
which is thought to prevent bad choles-
terol from forming deposits that block 
arteries. As far as the effects of wine, it gets 
a favored status in Mediterranean dining 
because of evidence that it raises high- 

density lipoproteins (good cholesterol). Dr. 
Trichopoulos sees no harm in consuming 
up to three glasses a day, from the stand-
point ofpreventing heart disease. But , of 
course, we have to remember another 
Greek contribution to the world, the state-
ment " everything in moderation " (pan 
metron ariston). 

Dr. Trichopoulos also discussed the psy-
chological factors of diet, such as eating at 
a leisurely pace, with friends, and in pleas-
ant surroundings. "It's highly likely that 
the pace and enjoyment of eating plays 
some role in the complex association be-
tween stress and heart disease, but we don't 
have much data on this yet," he explained. 
Not much scientific information exists on 
the effect of a siesta either . But Dr. 
Trichopoulos , who participated in a study 
during the 1980's, said that evidence exists 
that a 30-minute afternoon nap was related 
to a lower incidence of coronary heart 
disease. 

Dr. Trichopoulos offered this advice: 
"You don't want your life to follow a 
recipe. There are foods to avoid but not 
necessarily in the never-never sense. 
Healthy food in the Mediterranean and 
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elsewhere comes in a variety of forms, and 
you can select what you find enjoyable." 

Everything in moderation, of course! 
Dr. Trichopoulos who was a Visiting 

Professor of Epidimiology at the Harvard 
School of Public Health in the eighties is 
currently a Professor of Hygiene and 
Epidimiology (in absentia) at the Univer-
sity of Athens Medical School. He travels 
to Greece a few times during the year, 
especially since his wife, Dr. Antonia 
Trichopoulos, is a professor of Nutrition 
and Biochemistry at the Athens School of 
Public Health. She, too, participated in 
the recent conference in Boston. 

I am tempted to list all of Dr. 
Trlchopoulos' professional accomplish-
ments because they, to a large degree, 
define the scientist that he is. But I was 
impressed by Dr. Trihopoulos' qualities 
which define the man who he is, gentle, 
friendly, gentlemanly; proud of his heri-
tage, at home in and appreciative of the 
society in which he currently contributes 
his knowledge and personal attributes. 

Sciences, specially chemistry, and edu- 

cation are two fields which I highly respect 
and to which I had the privilege to contrib-
ute a very long time ago. Thus, my inter-
view with Dr. Trichopoulos brought back 
memories of days in the research lab. And 

Dr. Nicholas Tzimopoulos 

then, I came across an innovative program 
in the Lexington, Ma., high school which 
momentarily took me back in the class-
room. Pleasantly, I noted that the teacher/ 
scientist responsible for this exciting de-
velopment is someone I met a couple of 
years ago, Dr. Nicholas Tzimopoulos. Say-
ing it is a small world would be an under-
statement. In fact, I find that as the years 
go by the world does indeed get smaller, 
and smaller and smaller. 

Nicholas Tzimopoulos, the director of 
science and mathematics for the Lexing-
ton, MA public school 6, may have found 
at least part of the remedy to the nation's 
math and science education crisis. Dr. 
Tzimopoulos believes that in a practical 
and exciting way teachers can use aviation 
to attract even the most hard-headed el-
ementary, middle and high school stu-
dents to physics, math, chemistry, biology 
and earth sciences. 

Dr. Tzimopoulos was the only science 
and mathematics educator to respond to an 
invitation by the Federal Aviation 
Administration in Massachusetts to dis-
cuss using FAA and Massport resources. 



In what is thought to be the first Education-
Industry Partnership of its kind nation-
wide, the Lexington Schools, known for 
excellence in education, have been linked 
formally to the FAA and to the Massachu-
setts Port Authority. The centerpiece of 
this new relationship is the Aviation Edu-
cation Resource Center at Lexington High 
School, the first such center located in a 
school, complete with an FAA flight simu-
lator, a video library and hundreds of books 
and pamphlets on aviation science, careers 
and other topics, 	According to Dr. 
Tzimopoulos, aviation will be offered as a 
stand-alone course and will be part of 
existing math and science curricula at all 
grade levels. Samplings of FAA curricu-
lum materials will be used in conjunction 
with aviation materials he and his col-
leagues have developed. Says Dr. 
Tzimopoulos, "the economic and social 
impact of aviation has permanently 
changed life, and the field of aviation holds 
great promise in terms of career opportuni-
ties for our young people. Aviation is a 
proven way to teach a wide variety of 
subjects, from science to history,in ways 
that students find interesting and exciting." 

Dr. Nicholas Tzimopoulos holds the 
bachelor Degree in Chemistry/Mathemat-
ics from the University of New Hampshire 
(1965); the Master of Science in Analyti-
cal chemistry (1967) and a Ph.D. in 
Physical Chemistry (1971) from Boston 
College . His principal interests are in 
chemical education and curriculum devel-
opment in chemistry, the other sciences, 
and science-related area; in providing 
scientific and technical assistance to citi-
zens; and, in increasing the knowledgeable 
participation of scientists and citizens in 
resolving major issues of public policy 
involving science and technology. 

Dr. Tzimopoulos has held various teach-
ing and consulting positions in secondary 
schools, colleges and universities in 
Massachussetts, Florida, and New York. 
From 1969 to 1972, while a graduate stu-
dent, he served as consultant to the Higher 
Education Program of the Boston Model 
cities and as a coordinator of curricula 
development and faculty advisor to that 
program. hi 1970, he developed, imple-
mented and taught a course in chemical 
problems for Harvard University's Health 
Careers Summer Program, designed to 
prepare minortity students for medical  

school. 	From 1977 till 1980. Dr. 
Tzimopoulos serves as Director of Re-
search and Evaluation at Southern New 
Hampshire Services, a nonprofit organi-
zation set up to improve the quality of life 
for low income residents of the granite 
state.As director, he was responsible for 
planning and developing the education 
program, for securing grants and for fund-
raising. During his tenure there, New 
Hampshire Services was awarded sev-
eral grants, including one worth over half 
a million dollars, for research and educa-
tion in solar energy utilization. 

During his career as a science educa-
tor, Dr. Tzimopoulos instituted new sci-
ence and mathematics curricula into  

schools where he served, increased enroll-
ment in the sciences and mathematics in 
those schools and instituted and orga-
nized student participation in science and 
engineering fairs at the local, regional, 
national and international levels. He is 
proud that his students have won recogni-
tion in various academic competitions, 
including the American Chemical So- 
ciety' s Chemistry 	Olympiad, the 
Westinghouse Talent Search and the 
International Science and Engineering Fair. 

Dr. Tzimopoulos, who has authored 
over 70 articles and co-authored six 
science textbooks, has received numerous 
awards for his teaching of chemistry and 
for his civic activities. We will follow this 
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promising education project at the Lexing-
ton High School and will share its progress 
as it develops. 

Joan Petrakis 

A very well received program in the 
Boston area "Meet the author" sponsored 
by the Volunteer Women for Hellenic 
College, will conclude the season on 
Saturday, April 24, when Joan A. Petrakis 
of West Hartford, Ct., author of "The 
Needle Arts Of Greece-Design and Tech-
niques," will offer a slide presentation 
entitled, "The History ofGreece Through 
its Embroideries," and display her antique 
collections at Maliotis Cultural Center of 
Hellenic College/Holy Cross. 

Joan Petrakis is one of the very few 
scholars who have dealt with traditional 

Greek embroidery, an aspect of Greek art 
that blossomed during the Ottoman period 
(15th-19th centuries). Her research in this 
field has greatly contributed to the 
knowledge oftraditional embroideries and 
to the understanding of Neo-Hellenic cul-
ture. A member of the Embroiderers' 
Guild of America, she has had a life-long 
interest in textiles and clothing design and 
construction, objects in which she majored 
while at St. Joseph College in West Hart-
ford. At the University of Connecticut 
which awarded her the Master of Arts 
Degree, she studied clothing and textiles 
and did research in costume history. Re-
search for her thesis, titled "The Historical 
Development of the Liturgical Vestments 
of the Greek Orthodox Church" was done 
at the Benaki Museum in Athens at the 
Museum of Fine Arts in Boston, at the 
Metropolitan Museum in New York and 
at Dumbarton Oaks in Washington, D.C. 

She best describes her enthusiasm for 
and expertise in this field: "My whole life 
has been dedicated to working with tex-
tiles in one way or another. From the age of 
four, I began sewing on an electric Singer 
at six , I designed and knitted snow suits 
and crocheted hats, which I still have, for 
my dolls; at eight, I began to embroider, at 
first cross stitch and outline stitch; at ten, 
I began satin stitch, Hardranger and 

French cutwork. By 12, I was designing, 
sewing and tailoring all of the clothes I 
wore....I have great love for the work that 
I do. I love handwork, the history of 
Greece, and most of all I love working 
with people." Mrs. Petrakis also loves 
music (she has a second undergraduate 
degree in it) loves to cook, to travel and to 
study, but most of all she is a family 
oriented person who loves sharing her 
time with her daughter and husband. 

I am really 	looking forward to 
meeting Joan Petrakis whose book I have 
and admire. And I hope our readers will 
look forward to more on this talented 
woman and her art, through which she 
teaches the life and national spirit of the 
Greek people. 

THINK ABOUT IT—I have learned 
that we grow only when we push ourselves 
beyond what we allready know. (Live and 
Learn and Pass It On—H. Jackson Brown, 
Jr. ) 
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Oggatoc, µE ta movota TEM) grcg8pacrav ouattcycbc univ E4gkt41 
'LOU npoPkilltatoc 

Ymo BAEMEIOY 012TOY, icapo6 
(17poebpou -cqc Ilawpreiparcuojc Opoo-novbiac) 

4o 
XilpaKTTIplattKOVT00 E0VtKOOT0i)TOD 

ErcXfitca-cog urctipts tl  cpdrcrialg TOD 
HpotSpoutot)I-cpatoSticciou0Ocovaiou, 
moo KaT661KaGE 'mug E. 0 HpOcSpog 
TOD E-cpa-co6ncsiou Tipthrijacv Toy 
xa-ciyopo011svov rcpciyriv Yrroppy6v Tow 
EtcoteptxciTv Mrcc2 ta-c0j: Ajar! (5Ev 
KataAdflatE rqv Bopuov Thrupov; 
ATC6tVTTIG14 TOD MmakTaTVI: AEV Elope 
pia pepapzia Erparoti va KataAcificopg rip 
BOpeto Hiretpo. 

To Otpog TOD 1920 tactthvouv ot 
Epyccaisg TOD XDVE6pioutrig Etplivrig GTO 
Hapiat Kat Triv lOrivAuyoi)a-cou TOO 1920 
wroypthpEutt r1 ItcpiApritcri EuvOcriccri racv 
Eeflpoiv. Ata -mg Euvatperig aurfig akka 
Kat TOW daCOV GUtapOWL6V moo avEcpspot 
rcapcutotvo.), BO pctoc Hrcctpoc, AvatoXticti 
Opocri, Ip.Opyri plc TTI V EvSoxthpa ccurfig, 
rcapaxcopoOv-cat ativ EXX6t5a. 

O FtyCLVTCIC Tic q)ukfigilagEkcoOt ptog 
Ilcvtcaog yupict atag AOTIvag, 
TpauttattattEvoc Oa-cc pa arch ctrcOrcetpa 
60A,OTOViCtc TOD GTO Hotpiat, MIMIC Kat 
TporratoOxog tic Toy XapTTIV Tic MEVIXTIC 
EXX66oc "my SW HITEipt0V Kat VOVrrtv-cE 
Oakaao-thv." Tot) ytvctat rcakkainj 
unoSoxij >l  orcoia Ern% oXiyou xpovticoi) 
6taanjtcatoggETaT067TETOtt GE EXXIIvuoj 
TpaycoSia, Orcmg Trot rcEptypdtpEt 0 
OUIGTOV TGthpTGIX. 

Thy 1rivNoE4Opiou 1920 Stctayovtat 
ExXoyEg cv EXX66t tcc ()kaput 
CLITOTEXtOTIAlTa Sta TON/ MEyCLA,01)0r5V tric 
E2X6cSog, cab Kat &a TO EXXrivocOv 
E0voc. Acro-cuyravEt Etc Tel; cxXoyac o 
EXEu0Eptoc BE tkoc xatttaVilE CtOTOV 
avatpErcov-cat Ovetpa tcat itX6tva TOD 
EXXTIV10410O. 

EtGl ytcpcActott rl Mcyakr) Wu, TOD 
Earl vtatco6 Kat tcaV au-ai xavE-cat tcat 

tl Bapstoc HrcEtpog cog Oa Etta-cop tjamtic 
rcapaioato). 

H arcowaSa OAY1111.16 pa Tow ciaoythv 
Trig lrig NostcOpiot) 1920 tcpcps rroXktg  

auttcpopEg GTO EXXTwocO E0vog. 0 EX. 
Bcv*XogE7KUTak61.1tEITTIVEXXHatcc-ca 
-ctg ExXoyEg yta va EX0Et GTT1V EtODGiet 0 
KOTGOIIITCCMG1.16C, gE ExSticritticOnvEOtict 
KaTa TOD 13Ev*Xtat.to(). 

ME Ti V 6tV080 TOD "KOTGatilEaGtG1.1.00" 
Kett TOW OTC116thV Trig Mtxpag Kat EVTitt01) 
EXXHoc GTTIV ctouata, mast 7C6piiTOtTO rl 
tSEa -cric McylAric EkkaSac Kat Tic 
Bopciou Hrccipou. 

Ot avEX015v-ccg Etc TT1V EOUGICIV 
6V6Ing, 1.16 -my vootporciav TOD icaXato-
xotwonagoi), ccaxokoi)v-cat raEov 116 TO 
Ottca crcavatpoplac Too Etopta0Evroc -Korth 
TON/ rrOXEtcov BaatXtwg Kf0VGTCEVTiVOU. 
EvEpyo0v 61illotinjtptap.a icpoc ToOto Toy 
AEKEtcOptov TOD 1920. Ot EOttpaxot Trig 
EXX6t8oc (AyyXot, FaXkot, Itakot), &ray 
Etta0avtoOto avic-caxeriactv acpoSpth; ctg 
TTI V erctatpocptiv TOD KWVGTaVTiVOU. 
Et6OTCOtiGaVrtEpiTOOTOUTTIVicuptpvio-tv 
TOD A. PaXX-ri, tl  onoict artExpuwE TO 
ycyovOg Tic av-ctOtaccog Tow EUtttiotXWV 
IMO Entatpotpijc TOD KO3VGTaVTIVOD, arch 
TOV EXXrivticav AaOv ocXX(t Kat Ct7t6 Toy 
Kwvatavttvo. EilTaV ETriGTIC 01V4)1)CM 
TCPOC TTIVKI)136pVTIMVPO.A.11"E6tvcpEpEtc 
nitro TON/ EXOpo 1.111C KthVGTUNT1VO, 

EX6t(ST6 gag, Kat Ott K6tVattE yta -cm/ 
EXX6c8a0a-cotavalcaXEatotta6ka,"rcp6tytta 
TO OTTOtOV Kat Eytvc. 

Ot Irpthriv Tikot Kat EOptilaxot Tr); 
EXX6o3oc ExokthOriactv Guth Triv avec-upon-11v 
TOD BEV1L0,01), CLXVt Kett cute) tT1V 
ernatpocprjv TOD ExOpoO -cow Kw-
VaraVtiVOU. Ta autcOotv-caEparIVEOTTIKCW 

OtlltthV (0C ExOpticli Stc5t0c6tc TOD 
EXXrivt)co0 Aaof) EN/ay-cloy TODC. 
AXXIgouv ragov rcoXtvictiv Evav-ct Tric 
EXX6t6og ot TEcog (pilot Ii4.1ttaxot atnjc. 
MetatpErcovtat as Errailatiovcg Okow 
vov urcripco-tthv mot) 'mug rcpoakpcpcv 
EXX6tcxcracTOVII6X61.10V, EyKaTaXEiTCODV 
aUT1) v 	-Kat 	Triv 	arcotcovo)vouv 
Stidatcatuccbc. 

ArcoTEXcatia autijg Trig a-cpocinjg Trig 
rroXttuojgt(DVattlitaXthvtyrrtipsia-curfjg 
yta Triv B6pcto HrcEtpo ctattri. 

a. H xa-cayyata-crig cmt.upowiacTttovt-
BEvtacm urc6 TTIC ITCtklac TTIV 07t0110tV 
axOpoo-E, cog to) autuptpouaa ctg Eva 
ttcyaXo xpkoc Orccogi 

O. H avakriting urcoxpEthacwg Tic 
ITaXiCtc va TCp0GTOCCEOGEt TTIV AA..3aVia, 
OTTEp KOtt 0CtVaG1410V yEyovog Eta Triv 
BOpetov Hructpov. Ot rcpcaOcutai 
Ayykiag, FctXXictg, Itaktag Kat ICOTWViac 
GOVYIX0OV TTIV 9T1V NOE1101)1,01) TOD 1921 
KOtt 6t' corctxp6tamc ctutthv rcpoa6toptactv 
Opta Too AXOctvticoO xpottoug, Orcific cixav 
KaOoptaOst alyrot °cc() TOD Hponox6XXou 
Trls (Dko)pcv-ciag Triv 17Tiv AciattOpiou 
TOUC 1913. Axupthvouv 6Xcg Tic 
rcporiyoOticvsc o-uwpwvicg--OrcaTc TO 
1110TOKOXXOVKEpKOpaC,TI1V 01.1.6WOVOV 
arcOcpctatv TOD Avorckou EuttOouXiou Trig 
Etptivrig Tic 14TIC Iavouapiou 1920 xat 
otXXcg. At' auto() TOD Stratottattxo0 
EXtyttoOTIBOpEtOgIIITE100CDTC660a013TO 
optattxcbc Etc TTIV AA.136tViOtV. 

y. Triv 2avOx-caTf3piou 192111 AXOctvia 
Eto-EpxE-cat tog TaKTIK6 M'EX0c Tic 
KOLVO)Viac Tow E0v6v. 

HO() iTaV rl  EXX(18a; HOXE1.1015GE GTT1V 
MucpEt Aaict "GlatfiOVTac TO XAKKO Tic 
GTO AtritaV KapOtXtGadp." 

ET° alTaiGLO GMT() TOTC1,0 TOD "AtillOv 
Kapaxtaaatp" StakOstat Ert. ac cvOg 
246pou TO OvEtpo TTIC MEritkic EXX(160C. 
0 EMI TETIMETiaV (1919-1922) vtxrmapoc 
EXXxivtx6c ItpccrOg, TiOstat sictoc tc6tx rig 
one,  Twv TO15piccov Kat TpETTETat Etc tpt)yfiv 
triv 26r1v Auyo0a-cou 1922. 

FEv6Tpsect ratov phptupcc nig 
MtKpOtatOtTtKic KaTaGTpOTTIc Kat Tic 
ExptV)crecoc TOD EITi XtXtETT)0116aC EKEt 
CLKIJAGOWTOC Dal VtG1.1015. 

To Ercaptcvov Ecog, ()Tot TO 1923, Eva 
GOVTapaKTtK6 ycyoyOc axsutc6 p.E TO 
BOpELOTIThElinOTLKOV EXaf3EV Xthpay. Triv 
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17riv Aoyoknou 1923 SoXoTovEiTat o 
ITaX6c ETpaTiy6c TEXXivt ErrOc tov 
EXXivoabv auvopcov. 0 Etparryyk 
TEXXivt EixE crTaXXEi. orc6 Tic 
HpEcsi3Etntelc AtotaxtwEcoc TrpocXapgIV 
TTIc ypattailc rov DATIVOCIXOCLVtK6V 
crov6pcov Etc toy NOttov Togta. Etc Tiv 
c:186v ApyupoKauTpou-Icoavvivcov Kat EThi 
Tic Torto0Eatac "Ztni" ITXTICTiOV tot) 
ywocuoi) ToXcuKtou "Kct-KaPtac" 
SoXoTovEtTat o ETpaTiy6c TEXXivt acTia 
Tic ctKoXot)Oiac tot) urc6 ayvthaTow, Tiv 
cog aye) ittEpogiviay. H 6oXoTovia atnli 
Eixa rcpouxE8tacnci. pith TOW ITaXthv RE 
Eiccagatag AX(3avo6c EvalwaTiac. H 
'natio) nporcayav8a KaTEX6ytcrE Tiv 
Et)06vi too(nt)yEpo6 OWTOO ErOttosttoc 
Etc Toug EXXi vac, (pc Starcp6tavTac can6. 
flEflata KOLL alittepot aK6gi 8 cv x£t, 
8tEXE0Kav0EinXiip(oc,notottjTavaKptf3thg 
ot tEvot SpdaTca tot) ErattaToc. 

To arroTponcttov am() tyraitta 80)O£ 
CapOpttfi V Etc toy MODCLOXtVt va ETCLPAXE1 
CTKA.,Tipo64 Kat TaTCEINCOTIKO6c Opooc csTiv 
EXX6t8a. OrigoXoyEiTat Ott cs-Kon6c tic 
f38EXupagatnticrEpatEcogVOVITakciwiltav 
va EKBtacrouv TTIV EXX6t8a yta va rcapouv 
REyak6TEpEc chainKtg EKT60"Etc Kat 
rcapaxcopicsEtc yta va 8000()V orYTTIV 
Mticpav AX13avictv. EKTOc CLUTOO 
ETITTIO- EV 110tKag tKaVOTCOUnCTElc Kett 
CLITC4111.11COUtV 50 EK. XtpeTthv alto 211V 
XpECOKOTCTItttlalV EX? &a Sta Ta 061..taTet 
tot) EraittaToc. Embry:tic, Orcep Kat to 
xEtp6TEpov, tT1V ETCOIAVTIV too 
EraittctToc 13ott4ctpSiCEt Tiv KtpKopot, 
TovE6ovTat a0tha yovatKOrcatSct Kat 
KaTOLA,a1.1f3aVEt TTIVro5Xtv.Apy6TEpa,iTot 
trlv27tiv YETCTEROptou 1923, o MouGokivt 
Et EKEVCOCSEV TTIV TroXtV Tic KEpK6pac 
iTtEcrOcic OLIO TTIV StEOVII KOWA yvthtti. 

Tao; Triv 27r1v Iavoutpiot) tot) 1925 
rl B6pEtoc HirEtpoc EntStKgeTat 
optaTtKcbc Etc Tiv AXOctvictv Sta tot) 
8EtnEpot) flpcoToK6XXou 	(1)XcopEvTiag, 
wroypaTtvToc on6 Tic AtE0vo6c 
Enttpontjc&axapac (pc Tow AXOctvtxthv 
crov6pcov. H EntTpoidi atm) arrsTEXEiTo 
aTEO avnTrpouthrtouc TOW XOECY1,V6V (Ploy 
Trig EXXaSoc, AyyXiav, FaXXtav Kat 
ITaktetV. HaalL Kat Eilatt of iStot ot 
navToTtvoi (packnckctxvot (pilot TIN 
MTITEpac gag EXXaSoc!!! To SEinapov 
auto HpcoT6KoXXov Tic (DX,o)pEvTictc 
tmEypotTri Kat WO Marl VOC aVTt-
irpocrthrcou tot) avTtcrevTctyttaTapxot) 
Xpicnot)Aripaploot) Kat TOOTOnpoc5054aV 
TOW TOTE xi/0908E6w EIJAVO) V TCOLLTIK6V. 

MgXpt TOO 1930 Ta iTpayttctTa EV Boptho 
HnEipth EBoavav KaX(bc. OTrOtE, 6X(og  

atTvt8ing, to uxoXtK6 EKEiVO ft0C of 
AkfietV0i, mapa, TLC 0-uptixovicc not) Eixav 
orcoypati, Et yta Ta StKatthttaTa tO)V 
EXXAVOW tic B. fircdpot), KA,EiVOIN Ta 
EXA,TIVIKa CiXOXEia. 

revtio5c aval3pacra6c ETC1KpetTEI Etc tale 
B6pEtov HrcEtpov. H riyeata TOO 
EUTIVICTI.10O tic BopEtoo HiTElpoo 
KaTtToyev Etc to AtE0vtc ALKOLCSTI)pt0 
Vic X6tyr16, KaTiyyEtXEv Tiv TrapaiRacav 
CtOTT)V TCOV AX13CtWOV Kat ExtpStatv Tiv 
wt60Ecrtv Tcov axoktKthv rEpovoatow. 
OOTCO, to EAATIVIK6 CLX0XEkt hvottav Kett 
TC6Xtv toy EErcTtafiptov tot) 1935. 

Ta ttETtirEtTa xpOvta arKoXot)0o6v 
auTt)KTtKa govijactTct EITEpxotavic 
KaTcayiSoc, ROD coToKompoiwTat it Tiv 
staBoXijv tow ITaXOW Etc AXOOLVIAV, trio 
7iv AmptMot) tot) 1939, ritapav tic 
MEraXic HctpctaKEtylic. 0 ITOLA,ILKOc 
(Swink ttE Tag EuXoylag tot) XplOItaVOO 
HOtTra 1301.113api%st KOLL CSKOTC1WEt 
ctvOpthirtvEc wtAgg Tiv ttEyakriv aothv 
riµtpav tic Xptcntavoufwic. EtcyPaXXEt 
Kat KaTcactaBayst Tiv AX13ctvictv Kat 
rrpor3aivEt crE nopEr(f)SEtc itpocTottlacylEc 
yta va EntTEOEi )(lava tic EXX6Soc Tiv 
28riv OKT4piot) tot) 1940. 

/0(7(yo)ttog o EXXiviK6c Auk 
mpoTaacsEt TOL XEOEVTOTtett8a tot) tat TEC 
ipthiSE; too Tic Hiv8ou arrpouTa 070 VE0 
KOLTaKTTIVO yta VOL TOV etit0)9110'01.W EK tot) 
rcaTpiot)E8aTopc Kat yet TO V EtEUTEXgOW 
Ent Eva Eottl.TIVO (SUL BOpEt011TCEtIOTtled 
1301W6L. 

0 OLKaTC41.6XTITOC DATIVtKoc cupaT6c 
EX61)0EpthvEt Kat Ttalt Sta tpttri Topa trio 
altIOLTOTLOTtattgVTI yi Tic Bopsiou 
Hrcsipou.KopoTcsa,HpEttETi,TEtITtEkt Vt, 
Ap70p6KaCLTp0, Aafitvo, Ay. /apatvTot 
Kett XEtttapa ctitEXEy0EpthvovTat. 0 
ripcotK6c EXXivtK6c ETpctTog TO6tvEt Eta 
Tpia Auya, Edo a/COTO Eaa rlvtKO BEpatto. 

AXXoc, itXtov taxop6c, ExOpOc EK 
Boppa, ot FEptictvoi, TIA,ClytOKOREt toy 
yEvvctiov EXXivtK6v ITpaT6v Kat toy 
aVOL7Kget va unoxcopiast E7KCETCL-
XEiTCOVTac to tEpa xthttaTa tic Bopciou 
HT(Eipou Kat toy tpaytKOv EXXrivtatt6v 
Tic tc oSuptto6c Kat KXottltIOLTCt &a TM/ 
E1KCET64111/11V tot) yta TpiTTI Topa. 0 
CLTpat6g ttac aTmag Etat an() tong 
FEpttavag, ca.Xa Sta toy r1pth1K6 too 
ayciwa 0711V limo, was LVEKEV 8E1P 

atxpalAosicEt at. 
H EXXac xotTctXattBavETca alto ExOptKa 

CSTpaT EOttaT a ?tot VOL irEpuTE GEL aE CTKXCLf3ta 
Kat TarcEivthai. MEyiati ri rcpoo-Topa 
Tic EXXaSoc GTO V TOTE (n)tittaxtK6 aythva. 
Ev(i) OXot ot Euparcatot Eixav yovaTimt,  

11MtKpaEXXac ayowicni:KE,OtxstaaTiKE, 
Ensue oXo-Ka6To)act CrTOV ctythva yta trly 
EXEDOEptet TOW ka6V, yta va EtCrlifLottEt 
CLTO Taoc tic Ta trig Vital to vOtttalta tic 
ayvcogootvic coT6 tout ttEraXot)c tictc 
croattaxouc. EXE60Epot Kat CrlaakttEVOt 
Xaot tic Ercoxijc sicEivic EOCtOtLOOV taly 
MIKIYAEXML8a,o-fittepa6XotTrivEXVOOV. 
ETII.LE pa of TEICYTOt CLOp.ttaxot otyKaXtgoov 
Tot)c ExOpo6c talc. AXX6 ctc yvcopgoov 
nod of EXXiveg, av xXi0o6v vu 
DICEpaCiTCICTOUV tale Tttlfw tic HaTpiSoc 
TOW, Sev Oa StcrTacrouv. Oa curE6mottEv 
6Xot gag 070 Trpoutarrilpto Trig Kett Oa 
TCUSCOttE Ent tO)V EnaX.ECOV tot) 
TatTplO)TtKOO KaOiKovToc, awiTthvTac 
Tot); aptettoi)c Kat tout SOX1.01)C Kea 
aVOTCapKTODC TiXot)c Trot) ttctc TCEpt7TagODV. 

Eva rcapaktytta EtVat Kat autO too 
BopEtoinEtpurtKo6. Et5p,Trac o 
%/mak ME 0:µ£w, tic Ti kfirl tot) TroXERot) 
Kat KetTa to Etw65pto ticElpTIVTIc tow 
HaptOICOV to 1946, vu Opel.. to 8iKtO too 
Kat f3p1)KE TTIV rcEptTp6vicsi. ME 6tXXa 
X6yta i)o-Tapa arca TOcsec Oucyiec tot) 
EXXivtattoi) rcEptgEvatts Tiv arcskst)- 
000)611 Kat tale aTCO80611 TTIC 130pEtOD 
HTECipOU EtC TTIV MT1TEpa EXXact, IWO 
aVI)KEt. Avtt TOOTOO, Kara to Etwt6pto 
EKEiVO of ExOpot Tic EXXaSoc ErcoXE-
ttricsav Xt)(3-6o)6(i)c EVaVTICOV TOW 8LEK-
81LOCYECOV tic yta taiv B6pEto H7TEtp0. Ot 
SE (pilot Kat CT6N.J.GtX0t EKth(pEouctv Kat 
OpiKetv Kairoto EtpovtK6 Tgxvctutta 
A.00SECOg tot) 0EactToc TraparrOrcovTac to 
BOOEIOTITCElpCOTLK6 CTTO It4.1.1306Xt0 TOW 4 
Yrcoupych TOW EcoTEpticthv irpoc A,Ustv 
EpEicsOo) Ott to EuttI3o6Xto ouStiroTE 
kEtToi)pyriac. 

H EYNEXEIA cno npougeg 

ETOV Opopcpo napa0cptmtKo 
oiKtopci Nucimi XaAKtemajg 
no)A61Tai KaTotKiotpn 6tnAo-
KMOLKIC1 (nil-rang) 160 T.p. Eivat 
xTtoptvn 06 oiKoncoo 500 T.p. 
Flavopapuyi 66a npoc TO 13ouvo 
KCIL oAOKAnpo TOV Topoovaio 
Kano. TLpri 25,000,000. Tilt: 
(031) 840-563 

TYPESETTING 
FOR BOOKS, JOURNALS 

CALL: (212) 967-5017 
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Ilposawnot 

KATA Tic TEXEDTCtiEC itpoc8ptKgc ciaoygc 
atm/ Kimpo, vtKritlIc avc8cixOct 0 K. 
rka6Koc KkiipiStic. 0 K. KXripi8ric gxct 
yevvriOci TO 1919 call AcuKcoola (51TOD 
TrEpacre Talcpcinct)tcteittidt TOD xpeivta cwi) 
croptafipcocsc trio pearl tcatScia to 
gay1(61Tpl0 F141V6GIO KUL GTTIV A77XICt. 
Iito()Sctot V01.11K6t GTO icaventcyreiptop TOD 
A0VMV01) Kat curl crovgxcia cacsKrio.c TO 
cicilyyeXpa TOD 8ticnyopou atriv Kintpo. 
Ka-at tri 8t6pKeta TOD B' Hay-Km-plot) 
HoXettou incripgtrictc GTTIV noXcptidi 
acpwropia. Ms TO wcu&iwupo Yncpi6qc 
torripttias atco TO 1955-59 csttc tot4etc trig 
EOKA. To 1959 icijpc pgpoc atfl 8toicsicctri 
TOD A0V81V01) EV6 KC:Eta T11 1.11TOti3aTtK1.1 
itcpio8opera4()Ct7W1K1CIKTIC8taKiTgpvtiCITIg 
Kat avcapttiolac Stctgkcac wroopyOg 
AtKatoo-Ovric. Triv rcepio8o 1959-60 frtav 
1rpOc8poc tic dariVOKUTCptaKTIg ctvturpou-
conciac crtriv MIKTtj ETC1TpOTCTI 7111 to 
aVTCM.10t KCtt TO 1960 ccXgyet pgXoc trig 
Boot ic TCOV avtircpooximcow. To 1964 TOD 
EIXE ClVaTE0Ei it Ctprtlyia trig KIATITLUKTIC 
avtinpocsomtciac 6T11 olotGKEWTI TOD 
AovSivou 7ta TO KUTCptaKo. MET& TTIV 
EIGPDX11 TCOV TO4KCOV GT11V KimpO, 
avaXapi3(tvct tcpoucoptv(1 icaOrlKovta 
tcpog8pou pgxpt thy  cictutpopfl TOD 
trpogSpou MaKapi00, TO AEKtI.113pl0 TOD 
'74. To 1,613pouStpto TOD 1969 18pPac TO 
Evtaio Kappa c vth TO Mato TOD 197618 puo-c 
TO Aripoicpattico Itwaycpp6. BaOft; 
yvthatric TOO Kincptaxo6 irpoOktatatoc o K. 

KX.tipiSic StopiarriKc TO 1968 8tootpaytta-
TEInfic-C1C7Tpo6(01C0c Tic EXA,TIVOKDITplaKTIc 
racuplic (Tug 8taKotvontKgc GOV01.1111Ec. 
EK7tp001.1)7TTI6E trio Kimpo ctpicctgc pot* 
mita. 'RC crt4itficretc TOD tcpopajpatoc GTO 
Eu oUto AmpaXciag. Kata Tt 
POOXEDTtlac EKX07t; TOD 1981 KUL 1985 
crctimpaXfic TOD GU vSuctolto0 TOD AMIOKpCt-
'CtKOO Iuvoryeppoi) cKX6xtriKc Roo? cutlic 
AEDKCOGICtC. 0 K. KXripiSric civat 
vuptpcupgvoc Kat gxct pia KOpri. 

AEI0A0cH noXtttattial cK8fiXocrti 
8tapKciactpuiwprivciwyivEtal6TOTap7I0V 
Itcptv7K; TTIC clAci)pt8ac. TitXog 
"akrivtal snippoll GTOV iccmcOopto 
Ktvripato7p4o". H cK81)Xcoo-ti nepiXotp-
136tvet itpopoXgc TatVIAN Kat 01.1tMEC Kat 
napoucttaatlic civat o 8p. T1 	II6ppoc. 
Etiv cicSlikcomi CtUTTI Oa npopktiOsi Kat it 
tatvia "To ovctpo TOO Baaariat" a-my OTCOia 
nparca7covtatei o Avtovu KOL111V Kat EIVUt 
fiaCTI.C41gVTI GTTIV VOU(3UCt TOD EXXTIVO-
ape pticavo0 st)77papga Xapt-Mapic 

Etiv iSta cK8f1Xcocrri o 
EUrivoctpcptKctvoc poucstKoc Iricivyoc 
Katoapoi (Heritage Award 1990) Oct 
Trapouatiftact cXXiiviKfi yoXKX,opticil 
potxmcli. 

ETHN xopoccritc pi8a tcou g8exrc TO TI.1111.1Ct 
TOD Ntoi) el. gpact) TOD opyavicrpoO 
"KPIKOE" ttpflOriKe o 8IEDODVTTIC TOD 
Ke wcpou I31.4avrtwiw EnooSthv Kathryirctic 
K. VERTic Inottta8r15. Etriv ca1P.OXT11, 11 

OnOta eylvE GTO tcoAarreXtutato Kgvtpo 
McAteers napaupg0tocc Kat o 7evticoc 
irpotevoc trig EXX,68oc ctrl Nga YopKri K. 
Eumpattoc Ao6Kac. 

H AIATHPHEH cvoc EXXivtKo() 
paStopcovtico0 tcpo7pkipatoc ctrl Nga 
YopKri yta 21 xpOvta oxt povo 8cv civat 
gp7o cOKoXo, ctUCi arcotaci tcpaypattK6 
&OXo pc toy oitoio irpgrcct va rctcstweci 0 K. 
11441VO; rak6tV11c. MET6t TTIV StaKOTC1) tcov 
KctOripcptwiw rcpoypappatow tcov Acutgoi 

Xatclfiallavvoe KUL 'RIM] IIctpakiKa xat TT1V 
Spctutticil ltCptKO7thl rittcpciw Kat (vow TOD 
npoypappatoc -Eric Tivac Eavtoptvaiou, TO 
irpoypcttlita TOD K. FaX 	EiVal TO 1.16V0 
KaOrn.teptvo lroo angpcive. H 8taicottli tow 
6XXcov 1cpo7pappatcov gytvc Stott o 
pct8towevticoc GtccOpoc ctokricsc tom) tic 
ttpgc TOD, ltOD TITCtV CODVaTO va KaA,14006V 
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	 BOOKS FROM PELLA / Price List / Order Form 

MODERN GREEK STUDIES 

	

OCCUPATION AND RESISTANCE: THE GREEK AGONY 1941-44 by John Louis Hondros     Cloth $25.00 Paper $12.00 $ 	 

	

TANGLED WEBS-THE U.S. IN GREECE, 1947-1967 by Yiannis P. Roubatis     Cloth $25.00 Paper $12 00 $ 	 

GREEK-AMERICAN RELATIONS, Edited by Theodore A. Couloumbis and John 0. latrides  	 Paper $10.00 $ 	 

	

FOREIGN INTERFERENCE IN GREEK POLITICS, Edited by Theodore A. Couloumbis, John A. Petropulos, Harry Psomiades Cloth $12.00 Paper $ 7.00 $ 	 

	

_____ ESSAYS ON THE CYPRUS CONFLICT, Edited by Van Coufoudakis     Cloth $ 9.00 Paper $ 6.00 $ 	 

OURS ONCE MORE: FOLKLORE, IDEOLOGY AND THE MAKING OF MODERN GREECE by Michael Herzfeld .  	 Paper $10.00 $ 	 

GREEK AMERICAN STUDIES 
AMERICAN APHRODITE-Becoming Female in Greek America by Constance Callinicos  	 Paper $14.00 $ 	 

NEW DIRECTIONS IN GREEK AMERICAN STUDIES, Edited by Dan Georgakas and Charles C. Moskos  	 Paper $12.00 $ 	 

THE GREEK AMERICAN COMMUNITY IN TRANSITION, Edited by Harry J. Psomiades and Alice Scourby .  	 Paper $11.00 $ 	 

EDUCATION AND GREEK AMERICANS: PROCESS AND PROSPECTS, Edited by S. P. Orfanos, H. J. Psomiades and J. Spiridakis 	Paper $11.00 

MODERN GREEK LITERATURE 
_ THE ANGELS, by Regina Pagoulatou (Poetry, Bilingual)  	 Paper $15.00 $ 	 

- 3X111 TRISTICHS by Yannis Ritsos (Poetry, Bilingual)  	 Paper $12.00 $ 	 

__ THE NEW ORESTEIA by Yannis Ritsos ((Poetry)  	 Paper $12.00 $ 	 

	 THE CORONER'S ASSISTANT by Vasilis Vasilikos (A Novel)  	 Paper $10.00 $ 	 

MODERNISM IN GREECE? Essays on the Critical and Literary Margins of a Movement, Edited by Mary N. Layoun 	 Paper $12.00 $ 	 

	 WAR IN THE POETRY OF GEORGE SEFERIS by C. Capri-Karka     Cloth $25.00 Paper $11.00 $ 	 

- LOVE AND THE SYMBOLIC JOURNEY IN THE POETRY OF CAVAFY, ELIOT AND SEFERIS by C. Capri-Karka  	 Paper $12.00 $ 	 

- THE TEXT AND ITS MARGINS, Edited by Margaret Alexiou and Vassilis Lambropoulos     Cloth $25.00 Paper $12.00 $ 	 

	 THE LADY OF THE VINEYARD by Yannis Ritsos (Poerty, Bilingual)  	 Paper $ 7.00 $ 	 
	 THE TARGET by Manolis Anagnostakis (Selected Poems, Bilingual)  	 Paper $ 9.00 $ 	 

_____ MOTHERHOOD by Regina Pagoulatou (Poetry, Bilingual)  	 Paper $ 8.00 $ 	 

	 PYRRHICHIOS by Regina Pagoulatou (Poetry, Bilingual)  	 Paper $ 5.00 $ 	 

	

RESISTANCE, EXILE AND LOVE, Edited and translated by Nikos J. Spanias     Cloth $12.00 Paper $ 8.00 $ 	 

- 01 flPEIBEYTEX by Regina Pagoulatou On Greek)  	 Paper $ 8.00 $ 	 

- Ano THN FlOYZA ... by Regina Pagoulatou (In Greek)  	 Paper $ 8.00 $ 	 

. 	 0 MArIKOI KOIMOI KAI AAAA 91 flAPATA I PA by Regina Pagoulatou (In Greek)  	 Paper $10.00 $ 	 

- 0 NAYMAXOZ by Menelaos Pagoulatos (A Play, in Greek)  	 Paper $ 5.00 $ 	 

CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN FICTION AND ART 
	 THE RETURN by Melanie Wallace (A Novel)  	 Paper $ 7.00 $ 	 

_ ORACLES OF LIGHT by Virginia Bagliore (A Collection of Poetry)  	 Paper $ 8.00 $ 	 

	 RANKA by Apostolos N. Athanassakis (A Collection of Poetry)  	 Paper $ 4.00 $ 	 

	 A BEGGAR'S TALES by Stephen E. Bronner (A Short Novel)     Cloth $10.95 Paper $ 6.00 $ 	 

_ BETWEEN THE LINES by Benny Andrews (A Collection of 70 Drawings and 7 Essays)  	 Paper $ 9.95 $ 	 

TEXTBOOKS 
BASIC BUSINESS COMMUNICATION by Alan J. Berman and Irwin Feder  	 Paper $ 6.95 $ 	 

_ AN ARABIC READER FOR BEGINNERS, Edited by George A. Koury  	 Paper $10.00 $ 	 

PERIODICALS 
JOURNAL OF THE HELLENIC DIASPORA, Alexander Kitroeff and Kostas Myrs ades, Editors 

	

Annual,  Individual Subscription: Domestic $20.00, Foreign $25.00 $ 	 

	

Annual Institutional Subscription: Domestic $30.00, Foreign $35.00 $ 	 

	 THE CHARIOTEER, An Annual Review of Modern Greek Culture, C. Capri-Karka, Editor 	  Annual Subscription $15.00 $ 	 

FORTHCOMING BOOKS 
_ THE GREEK SOCIALIST EXPERIMENT: PAPANDREOU'S GREECE 1981-1989, Edited by Theodore C. Kariotis . 	  Cloth $30.00 Paper $15.00 $_ 	 

	 GUERRILLA WARFARE AND ESPIONAGE IN GREECE 1940-1944 by Andre Gerolymatos     Cloth $35.00 Paper $20.00 $ 	 
_ STRANGE GODS BEFORE ME by Virginia Bagliore (A Collection of Poetry)  	 Paper $ 8.00 $ 	 

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111,111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

Name: 	  
TOTAL $ 

Street:  	 Shipping charges: 
$2.00 first book 

City: 	 State: 	Zip: 	 $1.00 each additional book 	$ 

Please make check payable to: 
PELLA PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC. 

G/A/R 	 337 West 36th Street, New York, NY 10018-6401 	 GRAND TOTAL $ 
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• Letters of Credit 
• Money Orders 
• Travelers Checks 

Member FDIC 

INTERBANK OF NEW YORK 31-01 BROADWAY, ASTORIA, NY 11106 
Telephone (718) 204-9200 	FAX (718) 204-9097 EQUAL HOUSING 

LENDER 
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